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ABSTRACT
The interaction of a high intensity laser beam with a plasma is generally sus­
ceptible to the filamentation instability due to nonuniformities in the laser profile. 
In ponderomotive filamentation high intensity spots in the beam expell plasma by 
ponderomotive force, lowering the local density, causing even more light to be fo­
cused into the already high intensity region. The result -  the beam is broken up 
into a filamentary structure.
Several optical smoothing techniques have been proposed to eliminate this prob­
lem. In the Random Phase Plates (RPS) approach, the beam is split into a very fine 
scale, but time-stationary, interference pattern. The irregularities in this pattern 
are small enough that thermal diffusion is then responsible for smoothing the illu­
mination. In the Induced Spatial Incoherence (ISI) approach the beam is broken up 
into a larger scale but non-time-stationary interference pattern. In this dissertation 
we propose that the photons in an ISI beam resonantly interact with the sound 
waves in the wake of the beam. Such a resonant interaction induces diffusion in the 
velocity space of the photons. The diffusion will tend to spread the distribution of 
photons, thus if the diffusion time is much shorter than the e-folding time of the 
filamentation instability, the instability will be suppressed.
Using a wave-kinetic description of laser-plasma interactions we have applied 
quasilinear theory to model the resonant interaction of the photons in an ISI beam 
with the beam’s wake field. We have derived an analytic expression for the trans­
verse diffusion coefficient. The quasilinear hypothesis was tested numerically and 
shown to yield an underestimate of the diffusion rate. By comparing the quasilinear 
diffusion rate, 7.0 , with the maximum growth rate for the ponderomotive filamen­
tation of a uniform beam, 7/maa, we have derived a worst case criterion for stability 
against ponderomotive filamentation:
I f  S * /D s■ ^ss. ~  .5 -L-±--------«  1.
|£ | wgJV6
The tildaed quantities are scaled to the following fusion reinvent reference values; 
laser intensity: |i?|2 =  10I5|E | Watts cm,-2 focal length: /  =  3 0 /m, width of each 
ISI echelon: D  =  .75 D  cm, laser ^ carrier frequency: w<j =  7.5 x 1015wo s-1, and the 
number of ISI echelons: N  = 201V.
QUASILINEAR THEORY 
OP LASER-PLASMA INTERACTIONS
CH APTER 1. Introduction
(1.1.1) Fusion
Fusion is the process whereby two light atomic nuclei combine into a single 
nucleus. A curious fact is that the masses of all nuclei axe smaller than the sum of 
the masses of the constituent nucleons. The difference is called the mass defect i.e. 
the mass defect of an arbitrary nucleus is given by;[1-1l
A =  Zm p +  N m n -  Af£, (1.1.1)
where Z  is the number of protons, N  the number of neutrons, m p the mass of the 
proton, m„ the mass of the neutron, and the mass of the fully ionised ion 
(nucleus). When expressed in energy units, this mass defect is the binding energy 
of the nucleus.
1.0
a .o
Figure ( 1.1.1), B inding Energy p e r Nucleon versus N u m b er of Nucleons.(1-2I
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Clearly for light nuclei ( number of nucleons < 40) the slope of the line in 
figure (1.1.1) is positive and quite large. Given that the total number of nucleons 
is conserved, there is potentially a large amount energy released in any such fusion 
reaction. For example, consider the deuteron-deuteron reactions:
2D +  2D —► 3He +  Jn +  3.27 MeV,
2D + 2D - » * T  +  1H +  4.03MeV.
Breaking the triple bond C=N, which is the major source of energy for the chemical 
explosive TNT, releases 891 KJmol-1 or approximately 3eV per bond.f1-3^ Fusion 
processes axe six orders of magnitude more energetic.
Except for radioactivity produced by neutron activation of the material within 
any fusion reactor, the products of fusion processes axe in general light atoms; 
stable, non-toxic and non-radioactive. The fuel is easily extracted from sea water 
and is inexhaustible in any practical sense. For example, the water in the oceans of 
earth would cover the globe to a depth of about 1km if spread uniformly over the 
whole globe; this yields a total volume of 47rrE x  1 km  ~  5 x 108fcm3. The density 
of water at NTP (normal temperature and pressure) is 1 gm cm-3 ; therefore there 
are approximately 5 x 1023 gm of water in the oceans. The molecular mass of water 
is 18 gm mol-1 ; therefore there axe ~  3 x 1022 moles of water or ~  6 x 1022 moles 
of hydrogen. The natural abundance of deuterium is one part in 104; so we have 
~  6 x 1018 moles of deuterons, or 3.6 x 1042 deuterons in the whole wide ocean. 
At ~  4MeV per deuteron -  deuteron reaction, this represents a total energy of 
7 x 1048eV or ~  1 x 103°Joules. The total world energy consumption is about 10
teraW atts, i.e., 1013 J s~l . At this rate of consumption the available fusion resources 
should last 1017 seconds or about 1010 years -  of the order of the age of the universe. 
Fusion represents a highly attractive source of energy, but there still remains the 
question; how to construct an efficient energy producing device?
The fundamental objective of a fusion reactor is to reuse the temperature of 
the fuel so that the constituent ions have sufficient kinetic energy to overcome their 
mutual coulomb repulsion, whilst maintaining the density of the fuel so that the 
reaction rate is sufficient to provide an economical return of energy. The power 
produced by a sustained fusion reaction is given by:
Pij — (1.1.2)
Qij is the energy released per reaction, n,- and rij are the number densities of ion
species i and j  respectively, ajj =  |  for i — j  (to avoid counting reactions twice),
and a{j =  1 for i 7*= j. The quantity (crv)ij is called the reaction rate probability or 
reactivity and is defined as an average over the velocity distribution of the product 
of the reaction cross-section and the relative velocity of the reactants:
. . fdv<7v*e-»"‘/2kT
( ™ } i j  -  J d v v 2 e - ^ l 2 t T  ' t 1 '1'3 )
where
rriimj
m, +  m j
In reality the cross-section for any given fusion reaction is intimately related to the 
relative spin states of the reactants; usually the cross-section is averaged over the 
possible spin states. The reactivity has been tabulated for the im portant fusion
reactions. The first objective of any reactor is power breakeven. The rate of energy 
input to the plasma is equal to the toted output of power due to fusion, i.e.,
Q i ' j n «'n j  {&v) jj Qjj  _
3fkT \'sr „ ~
where r  is the energy confinement time of the plasma taking into account all possible
mechanisms for energy loss. For a D-T plasma aij =  1, and n e =  2np  =  2ny;
therefore, equation (1.1.4) becomes:
n <.(crv)Qr 
12 kT
Rearranging this equation we obtain an important expression:
l2 kT  ft i «n«r =  1— \7v (i-i-S){^jv)Q
Equation (1.1.5) establishes a criterion relating the energy confinement time r  and 
the density ne required for power breakeven. For D-T: Q =  17.6 MeV, ner  <— 
7 x 1019m " 3s at T  ~  lOkeV.
If the fusion device is pulsed, i.e., the plasma is only confined for some pulse 
time tp; we can calculate a value n erp relevant to the question of energy breakeven.
Equating the total energy produced by fusion over a time rp to the energy consumed
by the plasma over this time yields:
4-PtTj, +12 nekT
Pb is the power dissipated by bremsstrahlung processes and is assumed to be the 
fastest mechanism of power loss. Pb is given by:
therefore, equation (1.1.6) gives us:
12 kTen.Tr, =
* ? {av)Q -  6.26 x 10“40r f
(1.1.7)
The minimum value of n erp occurs at T  ~  2%keV where n erp ~  3.2 x 1019m “ 3s.
By comparing the fusion power output to the bremsstrahlung losses, we could 
calculate a value of n er  relevant to the ignition question. If the bremsstrahlung 
losses exceed the power generated, a sustained reaction is not possible. It is akin 
to trying to burn a  flat piece of paper; if the conduction of heat from the reaction 
site is too fast -  it will not burn.
J. D. Lawson used n r  quantities to characterise the conditions under which a 
fusion reactor could produce saleable amounts of energy. His analysis assumed an 
efficiency rj for the conversion of energy into useful form. The Lawson criterion can 
simply stated:
T](Efu$ion ^ c o n s u m e d )  ^ c o n s u m e d -
Using the expressions for E con3ttmtd and E fH3ian used in the energy breakeven ar­
guments we obtain:
n erp = -------------(T?"- ~   r .  (1.1.8)
P (av)Q -  (rj- 1 -  1)6.26 x lC r40T* V '
Choosing an efficiency rj Lawson derived nerp > 102Om 3s for D-T plasmas.
The various values of n r  give us a general quantitative idea of the confine­
ment time required for a given density (or conversely the density needed for a 
given confinement time) to meet the desired goal: ignition, power breakeven, en­
ergy breakeven, or even the Lawson criterion -  net-energy breakeven.
The sun and stars effortlessly sustain fusion in their cores using only gravity to 
confine the plasma. Under these conditions, a  temperature of ~  107 degrees Celsius 
is sufficient to maintain a nuclear bum. On a  terrestrial scale, temperatures ten 
times as high axe required to produce useful amounts of power.
Current research concentrates on two approaches: magnetic confinement fusion  
(MCF), and inertial confinement fusion (ICF).
(1.1.2) M agnetic Confinement Fusion
Magnetic confinement fusion tries to confine a plasma within a topologically 
closed magnetic field. A variety of techniques such as radio frequency (RF), heating, 
neutral beam injection, ohmic heating etc., can then be used to raise the tempera­
ture of the plasma. Closed confining magnetic field geometries are toroidal in shape; 
commonly considered configurations include the tokamak and the stellerator. Non- 
toroidal configurations generally require additional electrostatic fields to produce 
efficient confinement. By contrast, the plasma in an inertial confinement device is 
spherically symmetric.
(1.1.3) Inertial Confinement Fusion
Simply put, inertial confinement fusion (ICF) seeks to compress a spherical 
plasma to very high densities, whilst adiabatically heating it to thermonuclear tem ­
peratures. The fuel for ICF reactions consists of hollow glass spheres filled with 
mixtures of deuterium and tritium. The outer surface of the pellet is rapidly heated, 
vaporised, and expelled radially outward. The rocket-like reaction then symmetri­
cally compresses the pellet, raising the center to superhigh densities and tempera­
tures. Typically, an intense laser beam or energetic ion beam is used to provide the 
rapid heating. Technically ICF can be further delineated as either direct-drive or 
indirect-drive. In a direct-drive, device multiple beams of photons or particles are 
converged on the pellet to produce a highly symmetric illumination. Indirect-drive 
devices first convert the laser or ion beam energy into soft X-rays; the pellet is 
placed in a symmetrical metal cavity (called a hohlraum), which the X-rays then 
fill isotropically.
For the purposes of this work, we confine our attention to direct-drive config­
urations.
(1 .2) Instabilities
Clearly it important to obtain the most symmetrical implosion possible. There 
axe two possible sources of non-uniformity which can destroy the symmetry of the 
implosion; (1) non-uniformity in the fabrication of the target pellet, and (2) non­
uniformity in the incident illumination. The effects of such non-uniformities can 
be categorised as either long wavelength or short-wavelength. Long-wavelength 
non-uniformity, be it due to the pellet being out of round -  or some gross energy 
imbalance between the illuminating beams -  generally leads to a non-spherical im­
plosion. Naturally this will limit the density and temperature that can be obtained. 
Short wavelength non-uniformities, i.e., ripples in the surface of the pellet or short 
wavelength non-uniformities in the profile of the laser beam, can cause the target 
to break up due to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
(1 .2 .1) Rayleigh-Taylor
The classical example of the Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T) instability is that of a less 
dense fluid (e.g. air) supporting a more dense fluid (e.g. water) against the force 
of gravity. Equivalently the instability may occur when a dense fluid is accelerated 
by a less dense fluid.
Consider an invicid, incompressible fluid arranged in horizontal strata, such 
that the pressure P  and density p axe functions only of the vertical coordinate z .
The equations of motion governing the system aret1,6h
dv —
p ~dt V v = * - V P - g p z ,  (1.2.1)
V • u =  0, (1.2.2)
^ + v - V p  = 0. (1.2.3)
The initial equilibrium is given by p =  po +  epi ,  P  =  Pq +  eP \, and v  =  ev\ .
Therefore we obtain the following equations for the perturbations:
ft «•
Po-^- =  “ VPi ~ g p xz,  (1.2.4)
V • v x =  0, (1.2.5)
+  vi * Vp0 =  0. (1.2.6)
We assume now that we are in two dimensions and that the perturbation quantities 
have the form el(kx+wl) in the x-direction. Using this dependence, and splitting the 
equations into x and z  components, we obtain:
Pq(jJV\x — —ik P i , (1.2.7)
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dPiPquv 1z = — — gpx, (1.2.8)
= - i k v  i B , (1.2.9)
wpi =  (1.2.10)
Multiplying equation (1.2.7) by — ik and using equation (1.2.9) we can write:
n p0u  dvi z
1 T k2 dz ’
and pi becomes:
vix dp0 
^  u  dz '
With these identifications equation (1.2.8) may be written:
-
(1.2.11)
Now suppose that our medium consists of two fluids of uniform densities pa for 
z > 0, and pb for z < 0, see figure (1.2.1).
F ig u re  (1.2.1) R ayleigh Taylor In s tab ility  E qu ilib rium .
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Away from the boundary, equation (1.2.11) reduces to:
( s ?  "  = 0 i
which has general solution vu  =  A tkz +  Be~kz. We require that the solution be 
bounded at z — ±00 and that the solutions match at z  =  0; therefore, the allowed
solutions are:
Vl;a = Ae~kz (z > 0),
and
v\:b = Ae+*z (z < 0).
(1.2.12a)
(1.2.12&)
At the boundary, we integrate across an infinitesimal element and equation (1.2.11) 
yields:
k2=  p0k2vizz
U Z  J  —
where the notation implies that the difference should be taken between the 
values infinitesimally close to z =  0. Substituting for v\z from equations (1.2.12a)
and (1.2.12b) we obtain:
>
Pa ~  Pb (1.2.13)u> — gk
P a + P b
Clearly the system is unstable for all k  ^  0 when p a >  Pb-  In reality, we 
have neglected the finite boundary layer which always exists at the interface of two 
media. Including the boundary layer in the calculation, would introduce a cut off 
wavenumber above which the system is stable. The Rayleigh-Taylor instability is of
particular concern when one considers the large aspect ratio pellets being considered 
for production reactors. As one reduces the thickness of the outer shell, the linear 
stability model predicts that the system will become chronically unstable to short 
wavelength perturbations. Currently, an aspect ratio of ^  ~  10 is considered the 
upper limit for fusion pellet design.
It is probably fair to say that long wavelength non-uniformities do not present 
insurmountable obstacles. Careful alignment and preparation of optics and high 
precision fabrication of fuel pellets should minimise these effects. Short wavelength 
non-uniformities, however, are more of a concern. There is a plethora of non-linear 
instabilities any one of which can be the seed for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
(1 .2 .2) Stim ulated Raman Scattering and Brillouin Scattering
The coupling of intense light waves to various plasma wave phenomena is a 
primary source of non-linear instabilities, t1-7! The Raman instability arises when 
light resonantly interacts with an electron plasma wave. The Brillouin instability 
is due to resonant interactions with ion-acoustic waves.
In the Raman instability incoming photons of frequency u>o and wave number 
fco decay into a scattered photon with frequency w, and wave number k3 and an 
electron plasma wave of frequency and wave number ke. The frequency and wave 
number matching conditions are:
13
The cut-off frequency for light propagating in a plasma is upc, so clearly u>q > 2u>pe.
This implies that we can only satisfy the instability requirements when the density is
lower than the quarter critical level, i.e., ne < ■2££. Using a linear stability analysis,
we can derive the growth rate for the Raman scattering instability in the backscatter 
,.[1 .7 ]regime:
eE$k
«*y
2  ** —U)PC 2 (1.2.14)
4m(J0 - W e ) J
Notice that the growth rate is proportional to the amplitude of the wave.
For each photon that Raman scatters, a fraction jjk of the energy is transfered 
into the plasma wave; as these waves undergo Landau damping, they transfer this 
energy to the electrons in the plasma. Raman scattering can therefore be a major 
source of suprathermal electrons. Fast suprathermal electrons are one of the prime 
causes of the phenomenon of preheat; where energy is deposited in the core of the 
fuel pellet raising the central fuel temperature before the adiabatic compression 
commences. A certain amount of preheating is required to achieve ignition; too 
much, however, is deleterious as it limits the density that can be obtained in the 
implosion. Another relative of Raman scattering is the 2upt instability, in which the 
incoming photon decays into two electron plasma waves. In general, the threshold 
for the 2wpe instability is lower them that of the Raman instability, unless the plasma 
is hot.
For stimulated Brillouin scattering, the frequency and wave number matching 
conditions are the same as for Reiman scattering:
U 0 =  U>3 +
The frequency Wj, of ion-acoustic waves is typically very low compared with electron 
plasma waves or light waves; therefore, this instability can occur wherever photons 
can propagate -  i.e. throughout the underdense region. Also as w* < <  w0, almost 
all of the energy will be deposited into the scattered light wave. This has potentially 
serious consequences for inertial confinement fusion. Brillouin scattering can change 
the location of energy absorption or degrade absorption. This is especially serious in 
the backscatter regime, where the bulk of the photon’s energy is effectively reflected 
from the target.
The growth rate of the Brillouin instability for backscattered radiation is given
acoustic waves. Once again we note that the growth rate is proportional to the 
wave amplitude.
(1.2.3) Filam entation
out of resonances with travelling waves, in an inhomogeneous plasma the waves may 
propagate into regions where the resonance conditions are not satisfied; thus, the
2 ^ 2  V^ofcoCj t t i u j q  '
1 kpcjpi eEg (1.2.15)
where wpi- =  u pe is the ion plasma frequency and c, is the speed of the ion
The filamentation instability arises when the incident light resonantly interacts
with a zero frequency ion-acoustic wave; the density modifications lie in a plane
perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the laser light. In a real plasma,
the Raman or Brillouin instability are convective instabilities. Given that they arise
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growth of the instability may be cut off. In the case of filamentation, the zero 
frequency density modifications do not propagate, thus they will always remain in 
resonance. In this sense filamentation is an absolute instability.
Filamentation can be thought of as a form of nonlinear self-focusing. Regions 
where the light intensity has a local maximum will heat the plasma to a higher 
temperature than, the surroundings, causing plasma to be expelled from the region 
and lowering the local plasma density. The region of lower density will have a lower 
refractive index, which in turn causes light to be focused into the region. A feedback 
loop is established, whereby the the local intensity of light increases and the local 
density of the plasm a decreases. Eventually the process saturates when the region 
becomes so small tha t diffraction can dominate the focusing effects.
Filamentation has serious consequences for laser fusion. The production of 
transverse density perturbations degrades the uniformity of illumination and can 
trigger the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The growth rates of the Raman and Brillouin 
instabilities depend on the intensity of the light wave, and the Raman instability 
requires a low plasm a density < 2**-. In short, the filamentation instability provides 
ideal conditions for growth of these other instabilities. Experimentally, filaments 
axe extremely hard to detect directly; in fact their existence is usually inferred from 
measurements of Raman scattering. The reduction in Raman scattering observed 
experimentally -  when various optical smoothing techniques are used -  is considered 
to be primarily due to the suppression of the filamentation instability, t1,9)
To study the filamentation instability in a more quantitative way, we start with
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the equation governing the propagation of a light wave in a plasma, which can be 
readily obtained from Maxwell’s equations:
47re2 neA.m
Assume that the vector potential can be decomposed as a large amplitude wave A q 
and a smaller amplitude scattered wave A a. The density can be written n c =  no + n i , 
where n\ is a perturbation. Thus, we obtain an equation relating the scattered wave 
to the driving wave:
( ^ - c * V , + ^ . ) i .  =  - ^ n i A .  (1.2.16)
The electrons in the plasma axe described as a warm fluid governed by continuity 
and momentum equations:
f\-n
-g^  +  V -(n ,u .) =  0, (1.2.17)
+  (1-2.18)at m \  c J nem
The electron velocity ue we separate into two components: a longitudinal com­
ponent U|j, which lies in the direction of propagation of the light, and uj,r which
lies transverse to the light propagation. The transverse component is simply the
electron oscillation velocity, i.e. uj. =  therefore, u e =  U[| + Noting that 
B  =  V x A, E  — and using some standard vector identities, equation (1.2.18) 
becomes:
s a i . V ^ - i v ( r«,| + — )  - - ^ 1 .  (1.2.19)m  2 \  " m c j n &m
dn
dt
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We are interested in low frequency fluctuations, so we ignore the electron inertia
dtT-^1 —*■ 0 and use the isothermal equation of state pe =  n eJbTe, where Tc is the 
temperature of the electrons. Using u [| =  u j , 0 =  <f>x, A  =  Aq +  A a, and ne =  no + n i , 
we can linearise equation (1.2.19):
2 2 
=  - T T  * A )  +  — V ni> (1-2.20)m  m i ci no
where v t =  (-^■)T is the electron thermal velocity.
The ion response is coupled through the potential <f>i; the ions axe treated as a 
cold charged fluid. The continuity and momentum equations are:
^  +  V • (n;u,) =  0,
and
dui Ze
M  is the ion mass and Z  the charge state. As for the electron case we linearise
using: n t- =  n;o +  , U{ =  u ,i, and <j> =  . The above equations become:
- ~  +  n1'0V-i?i l =  0, (1.2.21)
and
ajt  =  t1-2-22)
Taking a time derivative of equation (1.2.21) and the divergence of equation (1.2.22), 
we can eliminate the term aVg^fL and obtain:
d2nn riioZe 2
 J T V  =  “•
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Substituting for <j>\ from equation (1.2.20) and noting that Z n n  ~  n : and Zn,o =  
no, we obtain for low frequency fluctuations:
^  ■ * *  (1.2.23)
c, =  (l&r)^ve *s the ion acoustic velocity.
Assuming that A*o =  4f-el(?a'z~Wot) +  c.c., we Fourier-analyse equations (1.2.16) 
and (1.2.23):
(u,2 - q 2c2 -u>%)Al (q,u>) =
47re2 Ao (1.2.24)
 ^"[n i(9 ~ -« o )  +  « i(« +  So.w +  wq)J,m l
(w2 -  q2c23)n^{q,uj) =
-  --[Aa(g — qo,w — wo) +  As(q +  qo,w + w o ) ] .ZriQe2 q2Ao, r  -  -  (1.2.25)m M c2 2
Eliminating Ai between equations (1.2.24) and (1.2.25), and ignoring any very non­
resonant terms like ni(q db 2qo, w ±  2wo), we obtain:
2 _  2 2  g2 e 2 | A o | 2 w 21- r 1 , 1 ,
W ^ °3 4m2c2 ^D(q — qo,cj — w0) £>(<jf+g*o,w +  w0)
The function D(q,u)  is defined:
D ( ?> ) = w2 - 92c2 - u£ .
For filamentation we are interested in zero frequency modes; thus u> =  i-y and 
7 < <  wo. The modes must be transverse to the light propagation; therefore, q-qb =
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0. This yields: Z?(g+go,w-fw0) =  2z7u Q—q2c2 and D(q—qo,u—<jj0) = —2vyw0—g2c2. 
Thus, equation (1.2.26) becomes:
g4e2|A0|2c2w2
(1.2.27)8m2u:
4 4
In the limit < <  72 < <  g2c2, the growth rate is given by:0
2 =  g2e2l^°l 2uii
7 8m2c2wg
To calculate the threshold wave-number for filamentation, we can set 7  =  0 in 
equation (1.2.27):
2 2 m 2q2c4c2
=  e2w2- 'P*
For a given wave-number q, the system will be unstable to filamentation for |Ao| >
\M -
Filamentation is the chief bugaboo of laser-fusion. A major concern is that 
the optical smoothing techniques described in the next section may actually seed 
filamentation. Transient non-uniformities in the input laser profile can seed filamen­
tation, which ultimately leads to stimulated Raman scattering and Rayleigh-Taylor 
breakup.
(1.3) Optical Sm oothing
In an effort to improve the uniformity of illumination, a number of techniques 
have been proposed to smooth out the profiles of the individual laser beams. In
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the following sections we will describe the major systems currently in use in the 
experimental community.
(1 .3 .1) Induced Spatial Incoherence
Induced Spatial Incoherence (ISI) systems employ broad bandwidth laser light. 
The light from the laser is split into separate beamlets by either bouncing off a  series 
of reflection echelons, or by passing through a series of transmission echelons. The 
echelons typically have about 10 -  20 steps and are arranged orthogonally, so that 
the beam is split into ~  100 -  400 beamlets. The echelons are configured so that 
each beamlet receives a time delay At, which is longer than the coherence time of 
the laser rc. The beamlets axe focused onto the target where they overlap, forming 
a complex interference pattern. As the beamlets are mutually incoherent, and the 
laser has a finite bandwidth Aw, this interference pattern is not time stationary but 
evolves on the coherence time rc ~  of the laser beam. Figure (1.3.1) illustrates 
a typical ISI experimental configuration^1’9!.
Echelon Laser
Lens
Echelon
Target
Figure (1.3.1) An ISI experim ental setup.
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For ISI applications, a bandwidth of the order — ~  .001 is typical; for .25/wn 
light this yields a coherence time of rc ~  1 x 10“ 12seconds. The time scales for 
mass hydrodynamic motions of the target are of the order of hundreds of picosec­
onds. Viewed hydrodynamically, the target should respond to the smooth profile 
averaged over hundreds of coherence times. Detractors have noted that many laser- 
plasma instabilities can respond on time scales faster than the hydrodynamic time 
scale and that transient high intensity peaks in the ISI distribution may seed these 
instabilities.
(1.3.2) D istributed Phase Plate
In Distributed Phase Plate (DPP) systems (a.k.a. random phase screen), the 
incident laser is broken up into beamlets by passing the beam through a plate com­
posed of a two-dimensional array of transmitting areas!1,5!. Each of these transmit­
ting areas applies a fixed phase shift of either 0 or 7r. The transmitting areas are 
distributed so that the beamlets receive uncorrelated phase shifts. As in the ISI 
technique, the beamlets are focused onto the target, where they form a complicated, 
time stationary interference pattern. As the DPP beam is designed to have as many 
as 20 000 beamlets, the pattern has an extremely fine scale structure. It is expected 
that thermal diffusion can smooth out this very fine structure on time scales feat 
compared with any instability growth rate.
(1 .3 .3) Sm oothing by Spectral D ispersion
A major concern surrounding the DPP method is that the short length scale 
structure of the beam can be impressed into the target before a plasma atmosphere
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is established to smooth the beam by thermal diffusion. Thus, the DPP technique 
could potentially seed the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. To enhance the smoothing 
obtained using DPP alone, the Laboratory for Laser Energetics has proposed a 
supplementary smoothing system termed Smoothing by Spectral Dispersion.
The principles of Smoothing by Spectral Disperion (SSD) are very similar to 
those of ISI.!1,10! In the SSD technique, a narrow bandwidth laser pulse is deflected 
by a grating placed at an oblique angle in the path of the beam. This distorts 
the shape of the pulse and introduces a  uniform time delay across the width of the 
pulse. The beam is then passed through an electro-optical crystal, where it is phase 
modulated by the application of an intense microwave field; this is also called optical 
chirping. Consider an incident electric field of the form E(t)  =  Eae1LJt. This input 
is phase modulated by the electro-optical device; thus,
E \ t )  =
where 77 and wm are the amplitude and frequency of the electro-optical modulation. 
Using standard relations this may be written:
+00 
n = —00
Thus the output beam has frequency side bands at multiples of urm resulting in a 
bandwidth Aw ~  2rpjjm.
The broad-banded pulse is now deflected by another grating, which is designed 
to restore the shape of the pulse and produce a time-shift greater than the coherence 
time of the laser pulse. Since the laser pulse is now broad-banded, this second
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grating also introduces a significant spectral dispersion in one dimension. The 
pulse is now passed through a distributed phase plate as described in section (1.3.2). 
The light distribution is now temporally incoherent; thus, the resulting interference 
pattern  is no longer time stationary. A schematic diagram of a spectral dispersion 
optical smoothing system is given in figure (1.3.2).
Input Laser
Crystal
2nd Grating
Figure (1.3.2) A n SSD Experim ental Setup
In addition, the dispersion provided by the second grating is designed so that the 
Red-Blue variation takes place across small regions of the phase plate, not the 
whole width. The result is that nearest neighbour zones in the phase plate see large 
differences in wavelength, and therefore their average interference pattern should 
smooth in a shorter time. However, more distant elements of the plate may have 
small frequency differences and result in time-stationary spikes.
(1 .4) M odelling L aser-P lasm a In te rac tions
In the preceding discussions the laser beam propagation was described via the 
Maxwell wave equation, and coupled to the background fluid by various fluid mod­
els. The Maxwell wave equation is a second order partial differential equation; 
numerical computations using the full wave equation are extremely exacting espe­
cially when the input wave is very complex, A simpler model that contains most 
of the relevant physical insight is desirable. The most common techniques are the 
paraxial approximation, and ray tracing.
(1 .4 .1) P arax ia l A pprox im ation
The standard wave equation:
may be simplified by assuming an eikonal form of the electromagnetic wave. In the 
paraxial limit the propagation of the wave is predominantly in the direction of the 
carrier wave vector; thus, the paraxial eikonal form of A  is given by:^'10!’!1,1^
Ai =  z , i ) e ^ wt V ^  +  c c .  (1.4.2)
We have chosen a polarisation direction such that A\ — & ■ A  and restricted space 
to 2-dimensions. Applying the above ansatz to equation (1.4.1) and making the 
assumptions:
, 2 T d2v  
^  »  ITT
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we obtain:
. .  d<& 2 d2$  , . 2 d(k%)  , 2 d% . 2 2 , T
*  + ik *~d~z d*4*4)
where u pe =  is the plasma frequency. We now formally eliminate the time
dependence by making the variable substitution t ‘ =<  — ■—■, where va is the group 
velocity of the carrier wave. Thus, in this limit we obtain the parabolic form of 
Maxwell’s wave equation:
( " 5 - S ? ) #  -  ( 1 A 5 )
Typically, the plasma is described by a one fluid plasma model which includes 
ponderomotive effects. The relevent ion-acoustic wave may be written:
Ze?
ln(n.) =  V i^  +  — -  -Vl«l19\  (1.4.6)
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This is effectivly the same as equation (1.2.23), although here longitudinal variation 
(i.e. dz) is ignored, and a phenomenological damping term uTt and ion pressure 
effects are included.
The standard approach^1-11! is to solve equations (1.4.5) and (1.4.6) by Fourier 
techniques. The background plasma is held fixed while equation (1.4.5) is evolved 
in time; equation (1.4.6) is updated using the new value of the ponderomotive force. 
This technique supposes that the plasma is incapable of responding on the same 
time scale as the light field.
(1 .4 .2 ) Selfconsistent Ray Tracing
Most ray tracing studies are not selfconsistent in that they ignore the reaction 
of the bulk medium to the pressure of the light wave. Selfconsistent ray tracing1-131
assumed to be valid; thus, in this limit the wave description may be replaced with 
a quasiparticle description. The quasiparticles propagate along well defined trajec-
congugate position and momentum variables.
Selfconsistency is enforced by coupling the wave field to the background plasma 
using an action principle. The background plasma is modelled using the Lagrangian 
framework, where we follow the trajectories of individual fluid elements. The wave 
field is described as a  gas of quasiparticles. The combined action is therefore:
employs a wave-kinetic description of light wave propagation. Geometrical optics is
tories corresponding to classical rays. The equations determining these trajectories
are of Hamiltonian form:
dx  d<jJ
dt die
(1.4.7)
and
(1.4.8)
The local dispersion relation u  plays the role of the Hamiltonian, and (x, k) are the
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where po{r) is the initial fluid particle density and /o ( r ,«) is the initial density 
of the quasiparticles in the ray phase space. The function Y ( f , t) is the position 
of a fluid element at time t and initial position r. The functions x(r, ic,t) and 
k (r , ic, t ) are the coordinates in the ray phase space at time t  of the quasiparticle 
that originated at r  with wavenumber k. We assume that the internal energy density 
of the fluid £f  depends only on the initial entropy distribution cr0 and the density 
p, i.e., £f =  £f (p(Y ) ; ctq). This implies that the motions of the fluid are isentropic 
(adiabatic). Also, we assume that the dispersion relation oj depends on position 
and time only through the local fluid density, i.e. u>(x, t; k ) =  uj(p(x,t); k).
Now we vary the quasiparticle trajectories (x, k) —► (x+Sx, k+6k). We hold the 
endpoints of the quasiparticle’s trajectories and the fluid trajectories fixed. Thus, 
after one integration by parts in t, the variation of the action is given by:
« - / * * * * [ ( § - § ) . « + ( - f - § ) 4  ( , 4 , 0 )
requiring that 61 = 0 for arbitrary Sx and 6k yields equations (1.4.7) and (1.4.8). 
As we noted above, the flow in the ray phase space is Hamiltonian; thus the density 
of photons cannot be changed by this flow. Therefore:
/o(r, «)d3rd3/c =  /(x , k, i)d3xd3fc.
The standard argument implies that the distribution of quasiparticles obeys a ki­
netic equation:
d f  du) d f  8o> d f  _
9t +  dk dx dx Qk
(1.4.11)
We note that equation (1.4.11) can be rewritten using the well known Poisson 
bracket:
Next, we vary the fluid trajectories Y  —► Y  + SY, whilst holding x, k, f Q and 
po fixed. The variation of the action is now given by:
61 = jdtcPrpo ^  • SY d S R \
~ d p P) '
(1.4.12)
The function £ is now the combined energy density of the fluid and wave fields
£ =  £p 4- — [ /owd3/c. 
po J
To relate the variation SY  to the variation Sp, we can parameterise the variation 
using a continuous variable A:
a y
Y (r,t; A) =  Y (r,t) +  ~ - A 4- 
A=0
Therefore, SY  =  ^  
have:
5A. The variations in Y  must conserve mass; therefore, we
A=0
dp d f  d Y \  n 
dX + d Y \ P d X j ~
The total derivative following the variation is defined as:
(1.4.13)
dp _  dp dp dY  
dX = dX + d f ' ~ d \ '
Substituting from equation (1.4.13), we obtain:
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Thus using 6X = Sp, and evaluating equation (1.4.14) at A — 0, we obtain the 
A=o
relation between Sp and S Y :
Sp = -p V S Y ,
where V =  Inserting this relation into equation (1.4.12) yields:
We know that the physical flow in the system conserves mass; thus
p0d3r = p(Y)d3Y.
Therefore, we may write:
61 =  J d t d zY ^ - p ~ ^  ■ SY  -  PV  . 6 Y ) ,
where P = p2^ | .  We perform an integration by parts over d?Y. The variations SY 
are zero on the boundary; therefore,
SI =  J d t f Y  (  -  p ^ -  -  V P)  • SY. (1.4.15)
  ^
The restriction SI = 0 for arbitrary SY  gives:
dt2 p
Defining the standard fluid pressure:
d2Y  1=  - - V P .  (1.4.16)
BP
and
* ( ? , < ) =  J < P k f(Y ,k , t ) ^ (p (Y ) ,k ) ,
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where />$ is a pressure-like term due to the quasiparticle gas. We may write equa­
tion (1.4.16) as:
= - h ? [ P F + p* \. (1.4.17)
To analyse ponderomotive filamentation, we must specify the dispersion rela- 
- tion. We choose the electromagnetic dispersion relation for a cold plasma, i.e.
u (x ,k )  =  (fc2c2 + w 3e(x ) ) ’ ,
where u pe is the electron plasma frequency:
2 /-*\   47re^7ie(x)u>;c( x ) = ----------   =  ap(x  ).m e
Thus, equation (1.4.11) becomes:
+ c 2^ . _  j l Oi  . df_ =  o
df uj dx  2w 8x Qfc
We wish to treat the fluid in an Eulerian framework; therefore, in equation (1.4.17) 
we replace time derivatives by convective derivatives:
“  +  i r . v » — l v f l r - i v ( p / A f ) .
The functions are now considered as functions of time at fixed positions in space. 
The last term in the above equation corresponds to the ponderomotive force.
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Continuity of mass completes the set of Eulerian equations:
t  +  v .( „ « )  =  o.
To study ponderomotive filamentation, we consider an equilibrium consisting 
of a uniform density fluid at rest illuminated by a laser beam with spatially uniform 
intensity:
u =  0, p(x) = p0l f ( x , k )  =  ef0(k).
Define uo(k) — (k2c2 + ap0) 2 . The small parameter e < <  1 is introduced to make 
the scaling of the ponderomotive effects explicit. The perturbed system has the 
following scalings:
U  = T]U1(x,t), p =  p0 +r]pl (x,t)
and
/  =  e [/o(£) +  f?/i(x,£)] i
where M < <  1. We keep terms of 0(eT]) but neglect terms 0(r}2) and 0(e2). A  
standard calculation yields:
dfi , 2 & or dfo
■qT +  c —  • V /i =  - — v p i  • — =? 
a t  ojq 2u>o dk
and
2v72^ \ „ _  1 .2 _ ( K )
Where cs is the modified sound speed,
2  J  u 0 \  2 u2 Jc, = dp
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A standard Fourier-Laplace transformation with v and q as the transformation 
variables yields the dispersion relation:
= j<Pk 1 ------------------------------- (1A18)JL OJ2 (5 • ~ c  -  v j  Ok 
The integral is performed over the Landau contour. Consider a monochromatic laser 
beam such that fo(k) =  foS(k — ko), assume that the carrier freqency u>o(ko) »  wpe 
and that the sound speed is very small in comparison to the speed of light: c3 «  c. 
We can simplify equation (1.4,18) by writing k =  ka + k and decomposing k into 
components parallel and perpendicular to the wavevector of the perturbation q. 
Therefore, equation (1.4.18) becomes:
f  d?K± 
J L  w i
2 2 2 1 2 2 f  9 dfoc3q -  v =  - - e a  poq 1 ----- — ----------------
where v‘ — v — ^— <p.U/q
Integrating over the perpendicular directions we obtain:
where:
Fq = J d 2K±f0(K±,K\\), (3 =  .
To recover the filamentation dispersion relation, we consider only density per- 
turbations perpendicular to the propagation of the laser q • k =  0. This implies 
u' =  v. The instability is purely growing; therefore, u2 = —72 for real 7 . We also 
assume 7 2 < <  q2c2, Thus, equation (1.4.19) leads to:
ea2po I  d«|| 8P0
4c2c2w0 J L «|| -  P 8k|j '
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Since /? =  the pole in the above integrand is off the real axis. Therefore, the 
Landau contour is chosen to lie along the real axis. The resulting real integration 
may be performed by integration by parts, thus:
4c2c2w0 7 -0 0  (* || — 0 )  11
Recall th a t -Fb(y) =  /o«5(y). Thus, we obtain:
2 efQa 2pQC2q2
7 ------- 4 ^ j —
Subsituting efo = and the definition of a  we obtain:
2 =  e^A pfaj^cV  
7 8wgmemiC2
This is the same result as derived in section (1.2.3), so the selfconsistent ray 
tracing model correctly predicts the growth rate of the filamentation instability.
(1.5) Overview.
A wave-kinetic model has several advantages over more conventional tech­
niques. Firstly, the selfconsistent nature of the method is physically realistic. The 
analysis presented here is for a very simple physical system; however, many of the 
assumptions made may be relaxed to accommodate more complex systems. For 
example, the plasma equation of state could be modified to allow non-adiabatic 
motions. This would imply that the action principle would no longer hold. Self- 
consistency can be enforced, however, by requiring overall momentum and energy 
conservation. Tracy and Kaufman^1,14! have extended the model to include inco­
herent linear mode conversion. Secondly, the quasiparticle distribution function is
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conceptually simple; as we will describe later it is well suited to modelling complex 
wave pumps. Perhaps most important, the wave kinetic formulation enables us 
to apply many of the standard techniques that have been developed for Hamilto­
nian systems, such as e.g. canonical transformation theory and quasilinear theory. 
Some investigators have used particle and kinetic descriptions of light propaga­
tion but failed to exploit the Hamiltonian nature of the selfconsistent wave-kinetic 
formulation.!1-15!’!1 •161'!1,171 'I1 -1®1 >1* -1°1
In the forthcoming chapters, we will discuss the application of selfconsistent 
ray tracing to the study of the effects of optical smoothing in the context of a 
Hamiltonian formalism. Hamiltonian principles can lead to unique insights into the 
mechanisms responsible for the suppression of filamentation and provide a  poten­
tially useful numerical method for laser-plasma simulations.
In chapter 2, we detail how superfluous nonresonant information may be rig­
orously removed from the background potential by applying a canonical transfor­
mation technique, which we dub the ray oscillation transformation. This method 
is based on a technique developed by Dewar!1-20! to study the trajectories of reso­
nant wave-particle interactions. Boozer!1-21! has also applied a similar approach to 
the study of magnetic fields. This is the first application of this technique to the 
problem of laser-plasma interactions.
In chapters 3 and 4, we introduce the concepts of the phase-space representation 
of operators, or symbols. We demonstrate how a wave-kinetics formalism follows 
naturally from the phase-space representation of an eikonal wave and show how
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to connect solutions of the paraxial wave equation to wave-kinetic action density 
representations. Using this apparatus, we derive a wave-kinetic model of a complex 
optically smoothed laser beam.
In chapter 5, we apply quasilinear theory to the wave-kinetic/selfconsistent ray 
tracing model. This is the first time to our knowledge that quasilinear theory has 
been applied to this kind of problem. Using the wave-kinetic model of an optically 
smoothed laser beam derived in chapter 4, we calculate the diffusion coefficient for 
transverse diffusion of photons.
In chapter 6, we describe the numerical calculations we performed to simulate 
the diffusion of photons. We employed symplectic integration techniques, the details 
of which are included in Appendix A.
C H A P T E R  2 . T he  Ray O scillation C en te r T ransform ation
(2.1) Fram es of R eference
To implement a numerical treatment of the wave-kinetic model of laser-plasma 
interactions, it is necessary to consider the length scales and time scales associated 
with both facets of the calculation. There are two convenient reference frames from 
which to analyse the problem: (a) the rest frame of the plasma, and (b) the frame 
moving with the group velocity of the carrier mode of the laser beam.
Frame (a): In this frame, the plasma is at rest in the absence of any external 
perturbations. The laser light propagates in the +£ direction at nearly the speed 
of light. The envelope of the laser light has transverse structure on length scales 
0  ~  , which evolves on a time scale determined by the bandwidth of the
laser r corr ~  ^  ~  c^ -k~. The ponderomotive potential, <j>, drives sound waves in 
the plasma; the time scale associated with the sound waves is approximated by
T* -  T ± k l  ~  103^ r r .
Frame (b): In this frame, photons with wavenumber ko are at rest. The trans­
verse scales are unchanged; however, the photon distribution function now has a 
longitudinal length scale determined by cTC0rr ~  The time scale on which the 
distribution function evolves in the transverse direction is determined by the secular 
drift of photons with differing group velocities and is given by
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The transverse velocity vj_ a  ^ - c \  therefore, rj_ ~  (where cj0 ~
&oc). Using typical parameters for laser fusion and Induced Spatial Incoherence 
applications Afcj. lO-2 ^ , ^ 1 ~  1014sec~1 for ,25fim  light, we obtain t±  ~  
10~l0sec ~  100rcorr. The longitudinal time scale is even longer; thus, in this frame 
the photon distribution function evolves on a time scale closer to that of the sound 
waves.
In frame (b), density fluctuations in the background plasma are Doppler shifted. 
In frame (a), consider a variation with wave number qz; in frame (b), these fluc­
tuations are Doppler shifted to frequencies of order 0(cqz). The photons can only 
interact resonantly with structures that have very long length scales in the lon­
gitudinal direction, i.e., small qs . High frequency fluctuations are effectively like 
cobble stones to a car; they serve only to induce a high frequency quiver about 
the unperturbed trajectories. Clearly including all of this spurious high frequency 
information in any numerical model would be a waste of resources; therefore, we 
seek some means of systematically removing these components from consideration.
The simple minded approach would be to just postulate that the plasma has 
only long length scale variations in the longitudinal direction; however, we recall 
from chapter 1 the ray equations:
d x  du> 
d i ~  d k  
d k  _  du> 
d t  d x '  
du> du}
~dt ~  ~ d t ’
are Hamiltonian with u ( x , k) as the Hamiltonian. It is possible, therefore, to use
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canonical transformation techniques to rigorously eliminate all such non-resonant 
high frequency components. This method, which we term the ray oscillation center 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n is discussed in the next section.
(2.2) Ray Ocillation Center Transformation
The technique of canonical transformations applied to Hamiltonian systems 
is extremely powerful and has been applied in many branches of physics. The 
oscillation center transformation was first employed by Dewar t2-2!, and a similar 
technique was used by Boozert2,3^  in the study of magnetic field lines in toroidal 
geometries. This technique is intimately related to the notion of guiding center 
motion of particles in plasmas. This is the first application of this technique to ray 
tracing.
As a starting point, let us consider several classes of trajectories. The exact 
trajectories in the moving frame (frame (b)) are governed by the Hamiltonian:
ui' =  u  — k ■ vq = 0} — ksvo,
where w for laser plasma interactions is given by:
uj = (k2c2 + w 2J *  =  (k2c2 + a(p0 +  epi))*.
Denote these trajectories by (x,k). Denote the unperturbed trajectories defined by 
the Hamiltonian:
oj0 =  (k2c2 +  arpo)*
as (xq, kq). The trajectories of the oscillation centers will be designated by (X ,K ) .  
These trajectories lie within order 0{e) of each other and are chosen to coincide
at t =  0. Clearly in the limit that e -* 0, these three classes of trajectories are 
identical.
oscilla tion  center tra jectory
unperturbed  tra jectory
exact trajectory
F ig u re  (2.2.1), T h e  T hree C lasses o f T ra jec to rie s .
Given that these three classes of trajectories are all within 0(e) of each other, 
it is reasonable to suppose that the transformation that relates one to the other 
would be nearly an identity transformation; therefore, following Dewer we consider 
the generating function of the second kind!2’4! for a general near-identity canonical 
transformation:
F<i{x, K , t )  = x • K  +  eG{x, K , t). (2.2.1)
The equations relating the exact trajectories and the trajectories of the oscillation 
centers are therefore:
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k =  K  +  , (2.2.2)
and the new Hamiltonian governing the motions of the oscillation centers is related 
to the exact Hamiltonian by:
Q(X, K , t ) =  u>'{x, k, t) + e ~ .  (2.2.3)
The object now is to select the function C7(x, K , t) so that the new Hamltonian Q 
contains only the resonant low frequency components and no high frequencies. The 
exact Hamiltonian may be written: u 1 = u>0 + euji + 0(e2); therefore, we can rewrite 
equation (2.2.3) as
£l(X ,K ,t)  = a , o +  e[wi +  ^ ]  +  0 ( t 2).
Therefore, ^  should be chosen so that it exactly cancels the high frequency com­
ponent of a,i along the unperturbed trajectories. To this end, consider an operator 
II defined as follows:
/+oodt'A (t-* ') /(* ')-
‘OO
Using the Fourier convolution theorem we can express this in terms of the Fourier 
transforms of the functions A and / :
r + o on / ( t )  =  f  d v l { v ) f { u )
J  —oo
e~wt.
By choosing the function A(v), we cam tailor the operator II to filter out unwanted
m  __
frequency ranges and pass the desired ones. For example, define A to be a Heaviside 
unit step function:
0, v < -V q\
A(v) =  ( 1, -vo  < v < vo;
0, v  > vo-
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We set the bandwidth of the filter vq to be larger than the characteristic frequencies 
of the bulk motion of the background plasma, i.e. vq > —; therefore, we can now 
define G (x,K ,t):
G(x, K , t )  = -  f d t \  1 -  (2.2.4)
Jo
This implies that the oscillation center Hamiltonian is given by:
i I — u>o +  eETwi.
The trajectories of the oscillation centers are given by a new set of Hamilton’s 
equations:
dX _  dQ 
dt ~  d K  ’ 
dK_ _  an
dt ~  d X
As (af, k) and (X , K )  are related via a canonical transformation, the dirstribution 
function of oscillation centers is related to the origional action density by:
J (X ,K ; t )  = j ( x ,k ; t ) .
Therefore, J  will obey a kinetic equation with 12 as the Hamiltonian:
dJ_ da  
dt +  diC dX
dJ  d a  d J  
d X  ' diC ~
(2.2.6)
The coupling to the background plasma is through a doppler shifted soundwave 
equation which contains only low frequencies:
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where $ (=  $0 +  *7$ i)  is given by:
$ 0 =  f d zk ^ - ,  
J  w0
$ 1 =  ld dk
UlQ
. (2.2.8)
r3LJ l
- f
Jo is the non-resonant free streaming part of J, and J\ is due to resonant interactions 
with the background. —. -
C H A PT E R  3. W ig n er F unction  T heory
(3 .1) A Wave K inetics Primer: Sym bol Calculus
In chapter two, we derived the modified form of the selfconsistent wave-kinetic 
equations appropriate for the study of optical smoothing (equations (2.2.6) and 
(2,2.7)). The input properties of the laser beam axe given by specification of the 
zeroth order wave action jo- In this chapter, we will derive the form of jo given a 
wave field E(x, t) from first principles using symbol calculus. In Chapter four, this 
will be used to derive the ISI form of jo.
The theory of pseudodifferential operators and their symbols lies at the heart of 
the modern theory of geometrical optics. The symbol is a form of phase-space rep­
resentation of the operator. In all that follows, we use 4-vector notation to simplify 
the expressions, i.e., x =  (i, r) and k =  [—u,q) etc. For example, consider the gen­
eral integral equation for electromagnetic waves in a time varying inhomogeneous 
medium:
j ( x ) = y d V E ( x ,x ') .£ ( * ') ,  (3.1.1)
where 5U(a:,m/) is the 3 x 3  conductivity tensor. The Weyl Symbol of the tensor 
E (x ,x ') is defined as:
E(x, k) = J  d4sS(x +  x -  S-)e~ ika. (3.1.2)
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A key tool in the study of wave kinetics is the ability to relate the product of 
tensors to the product of their symbol representations. The product rule for Weyl 
symbols is as follows: given a kernel C (x,x '), which is the inner product of two 
other kernels, A (x,x ') and B (x,x '), such that
C (x,x') =  J  dV ,A (x,x',)B(x/',x , ))
then the Weyl symbols are related by:
C(x, k) =  A(x, k)e%c B(x, k), (3.1.3)
where C, the Janus operator, is defined:
C =  *d x~3k -  *dk~d*-
The arrows denote the directions in which the derivative operators operate, i.e. 
d x operates on functions to its left, but d k operates on functions to the right, 
etc. The prooft3,1) of this relation is lengthy; however, it is quite easy to prove in 
reverse. Starting with equation (3.1.3), we use the definition of the Weyl symbol 
(equation (3.1.2)):
C(x, k) =  J  d4sdV A (x +  ^ ,x  — ^)e-,fcax
ei/2( d x d k- d k d *)e-ika'B (x +  ^ , x  -  ^ ) .  (3.1.4)
The exponential terms e~xka and e_,fc3* have no x-dependance, and the tensors 
A(x +  | ,  x — | ) and B(x +  y ,x  — y )  have no &-dependance. We formally expand 
the operator as:
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Remembering the direction of the derivtive operators, e~,k3e^c e~tka' becomes;
=  e d - T e-''*0HV)e- i  d x
Therefore, equation (3.1.4) becomes:
C(x ,k)  = f  d4sd4s'A(x  -f- — ^)e ^ *Te“ ,*(a+J,)e“ '5 ^* B (x  + ^ -,x  — ^-).
J  —i 4 2» 2 t
Now note that e ^  “T* and e- ? ^ 1 are translation operators, e.g.
e‘*-/(x) * / ( x ) +  { | £  +  £ g +  . . .  =  , ( * + , ) .
Thus, we obtain:
(3.1.5)
Define new variables C =  >s +  s' and £ =  x — thus (3.1.5) becomes:
C (x ,i )  =  IdXe-^Jd'iA(x +  -  | ) .
Therefore, we obtain:
C (x ,i)  =  JdXC(x +  | , x  -  £)<ril<,
as expected.
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(3.2) W ave K inetics
In this section, we present an outline of the derivation of wave kinetics using 
the Weyl representation. A more complete treatment is given by McDonaldt3,1!!3-2! 
and Boozer, t3,3^
The power per unit volume supplied to the electromagnetic field by an external 
source is given by:
Px( r , t , f " , t " )  = - | j x ( f , 0  • E m( r " X ) .  (3.2.1)
f
Recalling equation (3.1.1), and adopting 4-vector notation, we may write (3.2.1) as:
P r(x ,x") =  y*dV S(x,x ') • E(x')E*(x").
Using the product rule for Weyl symbols, we may express this in the Weyl symbol 
representation:
P* = - i s ( x , f c ) e ^ E E * ,
where EE*  is the Weyl representation of the product E(x')E*(x").  This represen­
tation is commonly called the Wigner tensor W:
Therefore:
Px =  - | s ( x ,  k)e^cW ( x ,  k). (3.2.2)
If we make the assumption that the external source current j x(x) is weak, then the 
power Px will be small. Also, we assume that the derivatives dx, dk acting on 2  and
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W  scale as dx ~  0(Z - 1,T -1 ) andd* ~  0 (X , uj~1). We can expand equation (3.2.2):
P.  =  *)(1 +  + '  •  -)W(x, k).
To leading order this yields:
E(x, k) • W (x , k) =  0. (3.2.3)
The tensor W  is manifestly hermitian; therfore, w t  =  W . The tensor E is re­
lated to the dispersion tensor D by: S(x, k) — ^ D ( x ,  k). If the medium is only 
slightly dissipative, then D  will be predominantly hermitian and E predominantly 
anti-hermitian; therefore, E^ = —E. Thus, E(x, k) • W(x,&) = —W (x ,k ) -E(s,&); 
this implies that the tensors are simultaneously diagonalisable. Therefore, equa­
tion (3.2.3) is true for each polarisation independently, i.e., for each i:
E,(x, k)Wi{x , k) =  0.
For non-trivial wavelike solutions, we choose D;(x, k ) — 0. Thus, E =  0 and the 
v = 0 root corresponds to steady current. This is equivalent to defining a local 
dispersion relation v — uj(r, f, q)\ therefore, without loss of generality we may write:
S i ,
^ ^ ) =  l § ^ w ( r , t , ^ ( E <). (3.2.4)
The next term in the expansion of equation (3.2.2) is given by:
~~i:a(x,k)C-W(x,k) -  ~ E h(x ,k )W (x ,k )  = px. 
4 —
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S =  S'* +  iE “; thus, E ft and E° are the hermitian and antihermitian parts of E 
respectively. Note that Ea(x, k)C W ( x ,  k) =  T,a^ d x~$k — *dk~^x)W  is just the 
8-dimensional Poisson bracket {Ea, W}a. We can now use the result above and 
concentrate on one polarisation. Substituting from equation (3.2.4) we get:
-  j { S ? , A u > ( ? ,  t , =  h i .  (3.2.5)
Sfi is the ii diagonal element from the tensor Efc in the basis, in which Ea and 
W  are both diagonal matrices. The Poisson bracket {E“, |^ ju ;(r,t,g )d (E i)}8, may 
be rewritten using Poisson bracket symmetries as: ||jjj5(E;){Et-, w(r, t, 5)}s- Noting 
that u?(x, i, q) has no u dependance, we may write equation (3.2.5):
+  =  P .  <■
We perform the restriction to the dispersion manifold by intgrating over the free 
variable u. On the dispersion manifold we have:
M i  - _ M i
d x U'9~u ~  d u  is’t,q d x lf’*’
and
as? _ as? du,
Bq “  du  l , , a  Sq
Therefore, we obtain the result:
—  +  {w,u)}6 =
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The left hand side is basically a Liouville operator. Since P*,- is the total power 
added to the wave of polarisation i by external currents, the quantity w(r,t,q)  has 
an obvious interpretation as the wave energy density, and the equation represents 
overall energy conservation. The first term on the right hand side can represent 
either damping or amplification, depending on the sign of the derivative . For 
our purposes, we will assume that there is no damping or amplification and that 
there is no external power; therefore, the above equation reduces to:
(3.2.6)dw'dt + {u;,w}6 =  0.
The wave action density may be derived in a very similar vein. Instead of 
starting with the power added by external sources, we now start with the source of 
action (or photons) for the electromagnetic field:
Sr (x, x") =  ~ j x(x ) . A*{x"). (3.2.7)
±C
We choose the radiation gauge and assume the electrostatic potental <f> =  0 and
cS  =  (3.2.8)
We can also express the relation between the vector potential and the electric field 
in the form
X*(x) =  c y >d4x,a(x ,x ') • E*(x').
Equation (3.2.6) now becomes
ax*
dt =  c J  d V ? a(^ - E V )  =  -cE*(x),
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and by inspection we may write:
^  =  - I S(x -  x') =  —I53(r — r')8(t -  t>),
where I is the identity tensor. Integrating yields
a(s, x') =  - l [ S 3( f  -  r ' )H(t  -  i') +  * (r , r ')]. (3.2.9)
The arbitrary functions \&( f , r ') must be chosen to be consistent with the radiation
gauge, i.e., A*(x) must be divergence-free. The only choice of ^ (r , r ') is therefore
^(F, f*') =  0. The Weyl symbol of the kernel tensor a(x, x') is defined by:
a(x, k) =  -  j d 4s5z( s )H (so )Ie~ik‘3eiv3°;
therefore,
a(x, &) =  —. (3.2.10)
Thus in the Weyl representation we may write equation (3.2.7):
Sx = ^ -S (x ,  k ) e ^ a ( x ,  k ) e ^ W ( x ,  k). (3.2.11)2c
Expanding the exponentiated Janus operators, we obtain to leading order:
S • a  • W  =  0.
In a fashion analagous to that used for the energy density, we obtain:
e ■ (a ■ W] ■ e =  (3.2.12)
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There is an unfortunate confusion of notation here. Note that j  in equation (3.2.12) 
denotes an  action density, whereas j  denotes a current. Both notations are com­
monly used in the literature. The meaning will hopefully be apparent from the 
context.
The next highest order yields three terms:
~  [{E°, a  • W }8 +  {E« • a, W }8] +  • a  - W  =  Sx.
The Poisson bracket {E • a ,W }8 may be split, using standard Poisson bracket 
relations into two terms:
{E • a, W }8 =  {E, W} • a  +  E - {a, W }8.
The first Poisson bracket on the right hand side is zero, since it is simply the state­
ment of energy conservation derived previously. The second term being proportional 
to E vanishes on the disperion manifold. Therefore, on the dispersion manifold we 
have:
{E • a, W }8 =  0.
In a fashion analagous to the energy density calculation, we obtain a kinetic equation 
governing the evolution of the action density j  in the absence of dissipation and 
external sources:
S ?  +  = (3.2.13)
(3.3) T he W igner Representation of Overlapping W aves.
In this section, we turn our attention to the actual form of the Wigner tensor for 
non-trivial waves. In ail that follows, we are assuming that space is 2-dimensional
with £ the predominant direction of propagation of the waves, and x  the transverse
direction. The generalisation to 3-dimensions is straightforward.
The Wigner tensor W  is defined in section (3.2) as a centered Fourier transform 
in space and time:
W (r,T ,S»  = J L j J (3.3.1)
where E(r ,  t) is some wave obeying a linear wave equation. The Wigner function 
of a given polarisation ei is therefore given by
W i = e i - W - e tj (3.3.2)
where e* is a polarisation vector. The wave energy density of this given polarisation 
is related to the Wigner function by:
W ,(f,i,9-  v) =  15S1te(r ,i>f)«(E ,). (3.3.3)
1^ 1 I
The function Si is one eigenvalue of the tensor S discussed in section (3.2), which 
is related to the Dispersion Tensor D by
21/
£ ( , » = - D ( j » .
To carry out the restriction to the dispersion manifold, we note that the Dis­
persion Tensor may be written as a diagonal matrix:
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Thus, |D| =  D1D2; Di and D2 are dispersion functions, and Di =  0 is a dispersion 
relation. For example, Di(tf,v) = 0 =>■ v =  u(q).
~  "f as, I *
I d v  IS1 =0
For electromagnetic waves, we reject the root v =  0 as this is a steady current 
solution; therefore, Di =  1 — ^y jq 2c2 + u 2e. The partial derivative can be 
easily computed giving
<?(Ei) =  47r8(i/ — u(q )).
We drop the subscript for convenience and equation (3.3.3) becomes:
W(r, t, q, v) =  47ru;(r, i, q)8{v -  u>(q )). (3.3.4)
Consider one polarisation of the E  field associated with an electromagnetic 
wave, and assume the solution of the plasma wave equation is of the form
e, • E(f, t )  3  E(r,t )  =  —^2 J  (K),
where u (k ) obeys the dispersion relation to = + ^ /c 2c2 +  u>2e. We restrict the in­
tegral to include only waves moving into the plasma, i.e., kz > 0; thus, the field 
E ( r , t ) is complex. A more general approach would use an eikonal representation 
for the field. This approach is discussed in the next section. Some mention should 
be made about why we have chosen the complex form of the wave to calculate 
the Wigner function; this and other technical issues are dealt with in section (3.5). 
Using (3.3.1) and (3.3.2), we write the Wigner function:
W (r , t ,q ,v)  =  7- ^ -  [dTd2sd 2Kd2K$(K)$*{K)ei(*'(?+^ h - iul*Ki+*r )x (2tr)' J
One can readily obtain
(  w(k ) + u ( K ) \  k +  k \
S i u -  2 j  S \ q -------- —  1 . (3.3 .6)
For the Wigner function (equation (3.3.6)) to satisfy equations (3.3.3) and
(3.3.4), it must be a  slowly varying function of space and time. Conversely, E  
must be sharply peaked in frequency and wavenumber. Thus, the functions $  and 
$  only provide support in a very narrow region about some carrier qo of width 
a. Therefore, we can formally expand the delta functions about the central values 
U)(k ) — U}Q -I- u ‘(k ), uj(K) =  CJO +  ujn(K ), k =  qo +  k, K  =  qa +  k1.
f  uj'(k) + u " ( K ) \  _ k + k ' \  f
6 I v  -  w0 ---------------   j  5 I q -  q0 -------- —  I = 8 ( v -  u 0)8(q -  g0) +
„ , u ' + u "  k + k \
1 wo ’ l?o| h
where y ^  is of the order yjp, and is of the order y^y. To leading order we 
obtain:
W(v, t , q, v) =  -  " M q -  i i )  J <Pk<Pk'i(k )4*(fc' ) & - *  >-?
x e -i(cj(ic)-u/(iC))t
Integrating equation (3.3.4) over the free variable i/, and using the above equation, 
we obtain the wave energy density.
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w (f , t ,q )  = ^ 2 ~| P  J d 2kd2k,$ (k )$*(k , )ei(‘*~*')'ite~i(‘w(‘*'}~u^ i , (3.3.7)
The wave action density, however, is what we are attempting to compute. 
Fortunately, there exists a relatively simple prescription for computing the action 
density from the energy density. Classical mechanics tells us that the action of a 
simple harmonic oscillator is simply its energy divided by its frequency; quantum 
mechanics relates the energy of a photon to its frequency by E  — tuo, leading to 
the interpretation of Ti as being the action per photon. Analagousl,y we introduce 
a tensor, a, such that:
e • [a • W] • e =  4irij(r, t , q )8{v — co(q)), (3.3.8)
where j  is the wave action density. Recall that the tensor a is derived in section
(3.2):
i l
a =  —, v
with I the 2 x 2 identity matrix. Thus the wave action density is given by:
j ( r ,  *, q) =  9^ ~ J ^ 5 J  d2kd2k'${k  )$*(&' )e,(£“ p  )-re-i(w(*)-u,(i?))t (3.3.9)
(3.4) The W igner Representation o f Overlapping Eikonal W aves.
When the ray trajectories are no longer simple straight lines, but have a non­
trivial space-time dependence, the simple plane-wave representation assumed in 
section (3.3) breaks down. In this case, assuming geometrical optics hold, we may 
reformulate the analysis using an eikonal description of waves
<f>(r,t) = a(f ,t )eiS(f,tK
McDonald carried out this analysis for the simple eikonal wave/3'1! We consider a 
slight generalisation a superposition of eikonal waves
$ (r ,f )  =  (3.4.1)
j
Thus, we may write the Wigner function as:
W (r , t ,q ,v )  =  7^ 3 3 ^  f  d2sdr aj( f + +  ^ ) a y ( r -  ~ , t  -  ^ ) x
 ^ } hi'
e «(0j ( r + - § , t + - y ) - 0Ji ( r - - §  , t ~ §  ) - 9 -3 +vt)_ ( 3 .4 . 2 )
The amplitudes Oj(r, t) and ay ( r , t) are slowly varying functions of space and time,
so we can expand the expressions aj(r + s/2, t + r / 2) and aj(r — s /2 , t  — r / 2) as
Taylor series, e.g.,
oy(f +  s /2 , t  +  r / 2) =  aj( f , t )  + |  • - ~
We expand the eikonals as
t da j
j/2 ,r /2  ^ dt
+
S-/2,r/2
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where kj(r ,t)  =  V8j(v,t)  is the local wavenumber, and w(fcj) =  -^§f- is the local 
dispersion relation. To leading order in these derivatives, we write
1 -W(r, i, q, v) =  — -  *j(r, t)aj> (r, t )x
J(Psdr
Now, as before, the Wigner function becomes:
W(r, t, q,v) =  2Lj ° j(^  *)ai' </> (F,t)_9;' (fr,t)) x
5 L -  k + k \  s  _  " ( £j ) + ." ( f r A  . (3.4.3)
In section (3.3), we restricted our analysis to cases in which the wavenumbers are 
closely grouped about some central wavenumber. For the eikonal representation, 
we must also require that the eikonals themselves are closely grouped about some 
reference eikonal 0 (r, t), i.e., Oj(r, t) =  0 (f, t) +  Ojo + 88j(r, f), (8jo is a constant), 
so that the differences 8 j — 9j> ( r ,t)  are slowly varying, namely the 60j’s are
slow functions of space and time. Thus, we may expand the delta functions about
the central values ko = V 0 (r,f) , and uq =  —4^:
W ( r , t , q , v ) = 8{v - u Q)8{q-  k0) ^  a j(r , t )a j> ( f , t )e^0~9i’°K (3.4.4)
Following equation (3.3.7), the energy density is therefore given by
iu(r, i, q ) =  Y 2  aj ( ^  *)aJ' i)e,(flj‘° " ^ ,o). (3.4.5)
j ,i '
Following equation (3.3.9), the action density is given by
j ( r , t ,q )  =  Y 2  (3.4.5)
j .j '
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(3 .5) Com plex Wave Notation.
The practice of writing a wave in complex form,
=  (3.5.1)
where t) is a slowly varying envelope, and then resolving the real field as
(f>w =  Real(<f>) =  (^ +  0*)/2, is often regarded as a notational convenience. In 
fact, the complex formulation is of fundamental importance, since it enables us to 
separate length and time scales easily. For example, the quantity \(j>\2 =  is a 
constant on the scale of the frequency and wavelength but varies on the scales of the 
envelope of the wavepacket and the background medium. However, the quantity
4>w =  ^ l^l2 +  (3.5.2)
clearly has terms that vary on the scale of the wavelength and the frequency. To re­
cover the desired result for the amplitude squared, one must specify how to average 
over these fast variations. If we had used the real form of the electric field in our 
calculation of the Wigner function, we would have introduced spurious fast oscilla­
tions on the scales of the wavenumbers and frequencies. This is highly undesirable 
as the derivation of wave-kinetics in the Weyl representation depends on expanding 
the Wigner Tensor (which is assumed to be slowly varying in space and time) as a 
Taylor expansion in k and u I3'1!!3-3!. If the Wigner tensor is varying rapidly then 
such an expansion is useless and the whole apparatus collapses.
Another crucial consequence of complex notation is the existence of an ad­
ditional conservation law. The conservation of action (or to within a factor of ft
photon conservation.) Without using complex notation, the existence of this con­
servation law is not apparent. The actual derivation is somewhat involved and the 
interested reader is directed to the paper by A. H. Boozer.t3,3l
C H A P T E R  4. A W ave-K inetic IS I M odel
(4.1) In itia l  Value versus B oundary  Value P rob lem s.
In his work on filamentation, Schmitt^4'1! solved the paraxial wave-equation as a 
driven boundary problem and boosted into a frame, moving with the group velocity 
of the carrier frequency of the envelope. However, if one solves the wave-equation 
as an initial value problem then one may change frames arbitrarily and not have 
to worry about transforming the boundary condition. Figure (4.1.1) illustrates the 
different techniques.
Solve for the solution 
for ail x > 0, t > 0 .
Specify the solution 
at x=0 for all L
Solve for the solution 
at all later times. 1
Specify the solution 
at t=0 for ail x.
B oundary V alue M ethod. Initial Value Method.
Figure  (4.1.1) 
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Here we discuss how to construct a solution for the whole of space as a function 
of time, given a solution on a  boundary, and the local dispersion relation.
We start with the plasma wave-equation:
[ - a (2 +  c2v 2] $ = ^ $> (4-L1)
with u 2 =  (fc2 +  fc2)c2 +  w2, the cold plasma dispersion relation. We restrict the 
problem to follow only waves moving into the plasma; thus, equation (4.1.1) may 
be solved by fixing only one condition, not two, els required for a general solution 
to a second order partial differential equation.
To solve (4.1.1) as an initial value problem, consider solutions of the form:
$(F,f) =  J  (4.1.2)
Note that here kx and ks are considered independent variables and that u) is a 
function of kx and k.. Equation (4.1.2) may be inverted at t =  0; therefore, 3?(fc) is 
the spatial Fourier transform of the initial condition.
Alternately, we may solve equation (4.1.1) by specifying the solution on some 
boundary e.g.
= J  (4.1.3)
ty(kx,u>) is the Fourier transform of the solution in x and t, specified at the boundary 
z =  0 for all time.
$(kx,cj) =  fdxdt<Z(x,f,z =
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Here kx and w are the independent variables, and kz is the dependent variable; 
kx =  kz{kx,uj). We wish to relate a  boundary condition to an appropriate initial 
condition, which gives the same solution $(r, t) in the region [z >  0 ,t >  0]. To 
re-express equation (4.1.3) in the form of equation (4.1.2) simply involves a  change 
of dependent variable from kz to ui,
fit r)
dk
therefore,
dw = vgz(k)dkz + vgx(k)dkx.
Strictly dkxckj should be interpreted as the wedge product dkx A du>. The wedge 
product is antisymmetric; therefore, dkx A dkx =  0. Thus, dkxdu> =  vgzdkxdkz. If we 
change the integration variable, and re-interpreting w as ui(k), we obtain:
$(?,*) =  ^ 2  J ^«<tt.-eiC*-*+fe'*"w(£,°w!„(fc)*(Jfe.,w(^)). (4.1.4)
At t = 0 we make the identification $ ( r ,  0) = ^ (r , 0); therefore,
« (£ ) -« ,* (£ )* (* .,w(*))-
(4.2) The W igner R epresen ta tion  of a G eneric Laser Beam .
The method of identifying wave-kinetic solutions using Wigner functions or 
the Weyl representation provides an elegant way to directly calculate the action 
density representation of the waves used in the traditional paraxial method. The 
waves described in sections (3.3) and (3.4) actually represent a good description of
a generic laser beam -  a set of overlapping waves closely grouped around a central 
wavevector (or eikonal). Therefore, we can use this analysis as a starting point. 
The wave action density derived in section (3.3) is given by:
Now we note that
Quj
ui(iz) = oj0 (k -  q0) ■ —
9o
1+ g (^ “  9o) * M • (« — jo) 4----- ,
where the matrix M is defined
d2u
M  =  a s s s
- ± ( l M
Therefore, with k = qo +  k, and K  =  q0 + k ',
co(k ) - u {K)  =  ( k - k 1) • vg(q0) + l ( k - M - k - k ' - M - k ' )  +
By grouping terms, we may rewrite the action density as
If we now boost into a frame moving with the group velocity of the light, 
t — v(qo)t, we obtain:
(4.2.1)
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The leading order time dependence of the envelope is transformed into a spatial 
dependence. In this frame, the spatial scales axe determined by the differences k—k', 
' whereas the time scale is determined by the difference k2 — k'2. As noted before, 
the functions $(&) and $*(&') only provide support over a narrow region in phase 
space of width trjt; thus, the spatial scale of j  is of the order The time scales are 
of the order transverse to the light propagation and 0 (  c2^  ga ) longitudinally.
J; P« fc
The correlation time rc =  —  ~  For typical Induced Spatial Incoherence (1ST) 
applications Aw ~  10~2wo; therefore, the time scale in the transverse direction 
tx ~  102ro and in the longitudinal direction rz =  -rx ~  104r c.pe
(4.3) A pplication  to Com plex Laser D rivers.
As a concrete example, we will apply the above formalism to the problem of 
modeling Induced Spatial Incoherence (ISI) and Random Phase Screen (RPS) laser 
drivers. Our starting point is the driven boundary value used in previous studies.
[4.2],[4.3] -pjjg compiex amplitude at the boundary z = 0 is therefore:
E(x, t) =  Y  AjF(t -  tj)  — eik^ x. (4.3.1)
2 jLrJ xjdo
Aj  describes the transverse spatial profile of the beam, tj the time delay of the
yth  step of the echelon, and <f>j a random phase shift induced by the j th  step of
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the echelon. The spatial envelope slttj j ^ o) is slowly varying with width do = 
where f  is the focal length of the lens, ko the central wavenumber of the laser and 
D the width of the echelon steps. The function F(t)  varies slowly on a time scale 
of order 2-k/ ujq. Specifically, following Guzdar et al.;f4,33
J l .  e - i ( IS u t- r /> ,)
I — ~u
This is a Lorentzian profile of bandwidth Aw, composed of 2L  +  1(>>  1) lines 
separated in frequency by increments 5w(<< Aw) and with random phase shifts 
i/j(. Therefore, the above amplitude becomes,
L .  L ,  Om -U S w x/d,,J /——£j *
For convenience define ISuj =  6w|, xji  =  +  V’b and -Bjf =  ' • Thus:
E n ( x , t )  =  Bji
x jdo
The Fourier transform is therefore:
M f a , “ ( f ) )  =  •Bjl«(“ ( ? ) - ( “' o + f c | ) ) | [ f f ( 5 . + ^ + ^ ) - f f ( f c + * i x - ^ ) l ,  (4 .3 .3)
where the function H(x)  is a Heaviside unit step function. Now we change depen­
dant variable from ks to w; equation (4.3.3) becomes
=  | j : « (  1-- -  W « .  +  t j ,  +  i )  -  H{qz  +  kjx -  i ) j .
Following the prescription outlined in section (4.1), we obtain
« ; i ( ! ) =  B j ,6 (qz -  t j i . ) | ( f f ( « ,  +  k j ,  +  i )  -  H (qx +  kjx -  i ) ] .  (4 .3 .4)
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At t =  0 we may write
Eji(x ,z , t  = 0) =
xfdo
The wave-numbers kj{x are determined by the dispersion relation
ks =  - c 2k2 - u
(4.3.5)
A Taylor expansion about kx = 0 and w =  u>o, yields:
dkzkz(u ,kx) = A:r (wo,0) +  (w
U)=LJ0,fcz;=0
+ k+  x dkx +u=uo,kx=0
I ,  sod2k~ 
- ( w —Wo)
w=wo,t==0 w=w#,fe,=0 2 * ai“*2 UI=h>Oi&x=0
After some algebra, we obtain to second order in kjx and Su[,
<Swi 1 2 w2e 1 k)x
iU ~  ^  "  5 '  ^ _  5 V
The full electric field amplitude is therfore
£ ( ? , * )  =  ^  ( E j , . F_ „ ( E j , „ )  
-  x/ d» j /=—£,
The Wigner function takes the form:
(4.3.6)
W ( f  t a i - ) -  1 f  (PcdTSin^ x  +  ~  * > / * )  r wm r , t , q , , ) - i [ 2 jr)3 J d s d r  ( s + t ) / 4
pi(^m-(r+3/2)-a/(fcjm)(t+r/2)) -i(Jin (f-s/2)-w(Ln)(t-T/2)) -ilj-f-t/r)
The envelope, sin( £ ) / * .  is assumed to be a slow function of x; therefore, to leading 
order we may write:
1 sin2 (x / d 0)W(
* '!’ *’ ^  “  4(2*)° (j,/* )* ” I ^ dT T -  S  *' ' ' ' ' J,m /,n
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e i(fc ;-m (i!'+ J '/2 ) - i i j (£ ifm) ( t + r / 2 ) ) e - i ( E |n - ( r - a ,/ 2 ) - w ( ? |n ) ( t - r / 2 ) ) e - i ( 9 . J ,- ( / r )  
Performing the integrations in s and r  we obtain
W (r, t ,q ,v )  =  -77—x r T r S J 2&jmB*ne” '(kjm~kln)e~<<u(kjm)- L'(*ln))t x  4(x/a  o r
g  ^  g  ^  f e m +  f r n ^  ^  3 ?)
Applying the same assumptions used in Section (3.3), we now expand the delta 
functions
W (r, t ,q ,v )  =  ~  oj(kQ))6 (q -  kQ) ] T  Y B i™B ln *
'  '  j ,m  i ,n
g*(r'(^jTn — ^ (n)“‘(u(^;m) w(^in))0
Thus, the energy density is given by
/ - _ !  1 sin2 (a:/do) i * \ V ^ r ' n  n*
v / '  j,m f,n
The action density is given by:
* * * • »  - v '   ^ ' * J ,m  J,n
By analogy to the analysis in Section (4.2), the action density in a frame moving 
with the group velocity of the carrier, i.e. z' = z — vg(k0)t may be written
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(4.3.9)
M is defined as
c2 / I  0 \
M - - ( fl $ ) ■  (4.3.10)
A sample ISI  distribution computed directly from equation (4.3.9), with 10 
echelon steps, is given below in figure (4.3.1),
Figure (4.3.1) ISI Profile.
With the bandwidth of the laser turned off we can produce profiles relevant to 
the RPS (Random Phase Screen) smoothing method, which are qualitatively similar 
to those given by S c h m i t t . A  typical such profile is shown below in Figure (4.3.2).
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m
2 5 0
Figure (4.3.2) R PS Profile.
Figure (4.3.3) shows the Fourier decomposition of this profile. The Fourier 
transform has a  few notable features; it has a large central peak, is generally quite 
flat, and displays a sharp cutoff.
50 200 2 5 0100 150 300
- 0 . S - -
- 1  .5
- 2 - -
- 2  . 5
3-*-
Figure (4.3.3) F ourier T ransfo rm  of an R P S  Profile.
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Figure (4.3.3) suggests that a first approximation to such a profile would be 
a tabel-top like power spectrum. Physically the ISI beam would be described by 
the height of the tabel-top relative to the central peak (the amount of power in the 
wings relative to the central peak) and the width of the tabel-top (the ma-rimnm 
wavenumber excited).
CH A PTER  5. Quasilinear Theory and ISI
The photons in an ISI beam propagate through the plasma at a velocity many 
times the sound speed (typically ca/vo ~  10-3), thus they will induce transient 
shocks and set up a wake field of sound waves. Each photon in the distribution 
will induce a trailing cone of sound waves with an opening angle ~  ca/vo; so in 
the wake of the beam a complex spectrum of overlapping but obliquely propagating 
sound waves will be generated. Therefore, we expect solutions of the ISI driven 
selfconsistent wave-kinetic model (equations (2.2.6) and (2.2.7)) to be very complex. 
However, it is well known that resonant wave-particle interactions lead to phase 
space diffusion, and the diffusion coefficient, in many cases, is well approximated 
by its quasilinear form.
The problem of the interaction of an ISI beam and such a complex sound wave 
field is intimately related to the mechanism by which ISI may inhibit the formation 
of filaments. Thus, we will compare: a) the rate at which photon groups spread due 
to quasilinear diffusion, and b) the rate at which photons focus due to filamentation.
(5.1) Introduction to Quasilinear Theory
Quasilinear theory^5*1! is an example of a weakly nonlinear theory of plasma 
interactions, i.e., one in which the nonlinearities are treated peturbatively.
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The canonical quasilinear theory considers the resonant interactions between the 
plasma particles and some form of wave. In this example, we will consider electro­
static waves, thus the interactions are described by the Vlasov equation:
+ V' V +  — V<f> ■ V „ )/e =  0. (5.1.1)
The background potential <j> is described by a  wave equation; in this example the 
electrostatic waves^5'2^ are governed by Poisson’s equation:
V 2<£ =  47rne J  d v fe. (5.1.2)
To solve these equations, we apply a peturbative approach; / e =  f eo +  / el, and 
<j> =  , where f eo is an average quantity defined by:
U  =  i  J  d S f .  =  ( / . ) .
The perturbation quantities are considered to be fluctuations whose average is de­
fined to be zero, i.e., ( /ei) =  (^i) =  0. If we average equation (5.1.1), and note that 
V (/e) =  0 and that <f> has no velocity dependence, we obtain:
'  W ' M -  (sa -s)Cft Trig
The average of the product of the two fluctuations may not be neglected,
as the product may contain beat terms which have non-trivial averages.
Applying our perturbation anzatz, we can obtain an expression governing / ei,
( £  + * ■ V )/ei =  -  — . Vv/eo -  • ( V ^ / el -  { V ^ / cl)).
CJl TTl g T72r g
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This equation we solve in an essentially linear fashion, neglecting products of first 
order terms, thus
(fa  +  «* ' VvftO- (5.1.4)
Applying standard Fourier-Laplace techniques, we obtain:
ft ,r - n -sfr^ i(^ w)^ ‘vA  + /ei(fc,u,t = 0)
Fei(k,v,u}) =  s-------------- -=r~z---------------   . (5.1.5)
l { k  • V  — Id)
Poisson’s equation becomes:
fe2 $ i ( f c , t d )  =  —  4 7 r n e  J d v F ^ k ^ V f U t ) ]
substituting for Fei from equation (5.1.5), we get
4 m n e fd v ^ M t=0> 
fc20(Jb,cd) = ------------   t ’v~u- . (5.1.6)
K J  fc-V—W
The denominator of the right hand side of equation (5.1.6) is the dispersion function 
D(k,u/):
u  r iis o .
where Fto{k,utuj) is
Feo = j d vS (u  — k • v)Fto(k, v, u>).
The dispersion relation which specifies the functional relationship between k and cj 
is given by the condition D{k, w) =  0. It is worth noting at this point that quasilinear 
theory is technically valid only if there is just one branch of the dispersion relation 
which supports unstable modes. We will discuss this in more detail later when we 
deal with ISI relevant quasilinear theory.
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As was first shown by Landau^5-3!, the correct way to invert equation (5.1.6) is 
to analytically continue $(w) and D(k,u)  into the whole complex ui plane. Actually 
we do not need to evaluate in detail the inverse of equation (5.1.6), however, it is 
necessary to evaluate the dispersion relation. Landau realised that the contour 
used to evaluate D(k,cu) must be deformed to enclose the pole at u — u>/jfc, so that 
when the imaginary part of u  changes sign, the pole does not cross the contour. 
Otherwise, the value of D{k, w) would jump by —2tn  times the residue at the pole.
u =
Figure 5.1.1: The Landau contour
Having obtained the dispersion relation w(fc), we may write the perturbation 
quantities in the form:
Ui  =  j d k M k , v , t y e-1 =  p i j j
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and
fa =  = J d k $ i(£ ,v ,i^fc))e_,‘j(*)*+‘*-£.
Therefore, with the dependence exp(—iu(k)t + ik • x), equation (5.1.4) yields:
/«> (£, ff.') =  ,  J ,m‘r ik  ■ V„/0(», f). (5.1.7)(w(fc) - k - v )
We want to evaluate (V ^ j/ei),
(Vfafei)  =  ^  y d x V ^ (x , t ) /ei( r , t ) ,
which-can be rewritten using the fourier transforms as:
= WSy Idi JdiiUiA**1 J&MKtV*'*,
=  w S r  / £ £ > ( * • * )  J d i f h & t )  J d 2 e * ’~+S)* .
Therefore, we obtain:
Wi/.!> = J d k k ^ ( - k , t ) f t l (k,t).
Substituting for / ei from equation (5.1.7), equation (5.1.3) now becomes:
d(fe)
dt
=  ( J _ ) V „ . [ * .  U h t W M k d
m e V(2tt)3 J  (u) ( k ) - k - Vi(fc) — k • v)
The average spectral energy density of an electrostatic field is defined: 
>E *\ 1 / \ r £ ( - £ )  • £(k) _
Vvf e0. (5.1.8)
Noting that E(k ) =  — iic$, we can rewrite equation (5.1.8) as:
d{fe)
dt = Vw- D v  Vv( /e). (5.1.9)
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The diffusion tensor D„, is defined as:
D. = ( - ^ 8 *  [ < £ - * & ’ *} M, (5.1.10)W  J  (u ( k ) - k - v ) k 2 W . x . i u ;
The equations (5.1.9) and (5.1.10) together describe the diffusion of particles in 
velocity space and are called the quasilinear diffusion equations.
In considering the interaction of an ISI beam with the plasma, diffusion in 
momentum space eventually leads to a spreading of the momentum vectors of the
rays, inducing a  diffusion in physical space. This we believe is the mechanism
whereby ISI supresses filamentation.
(5.2) E s tim a tin g  th e  Q uasilinear Diffusion Coefficient
In order to estimate the diffusion coefficient, we first consider a  more heuristic 
model of wave-particle interactions. Consider the Hamiltonian of a particle moving 
in one dimension in a background of waves with an infinite spectrum of wavenumbers 
and frequencies:
2 *>«=V+eE <f>n cos(£na: — u nt). (5.2.1)
u—0
Particles moving with a velocity close to the phase velocity of any given mode will 
be in resonance with that mode. The celebrated KAM theorem states that, if the 
amplitude of the modes is sufficiently small, the trajectory of the non-resonant par­
ticles will be only slightly distorted. If the resonances are isolated, the trajectories 
form closed surfaces called K A M  surfaces. As the amplitudes of the waves are 
increased, neighbouring KAM surfaces may overlap. In this case the overlapping 
KAM surfaces are destroyed; the trajectories become stochastic and the particle has
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access to a larger region of phase space, allowing diffusion across the region. The 
limit where all the KAM surfaces overlap (i.e. all the KAM surfaces are destroyed) 
is the quasilinear regime, where the diffusion of the particles should be in agreement 
with that predicted by quasilinear theory.
N'on-overtapping Island Chains
Overtopping Island Chains
Figure  5.2.1: N on-overlapping an d  overlapp ing  island chains.
Consider the j th mode with frequency Uj and wave number kj. Choosing the 
generating function S(P, x, t) = (P + vj)(x — vji), where Vj = we can perform 
a Canonical transformation, which is equivalent to a Galilean transformation into 
a frame moving with the phase velocity of this mode, i.e.,
S(P,  x, i) is a generating function of the second kind; therefore, the new Hamiltonian
rt A
is given by K = V. +  ^ 7 , where
dS  2\w = - ( P » i  +  v?).
Thus
P 2 v2£  =  —--------- +  cos(fcng -  (oj„ -  knvj)t).
w n = 0
The modified overlap criterion given by Cary et. a l/5*4! is such that the width 
of the primary islands corresponding to the resonance be ^  of the separation of the 
resonant momenta. The resonance criterion is given by wy — kjvj =  0. Let us focus 
on the resonant term in the Hamiltonian:
1C = + e<f>j cos(fcj<z). (5.2.2)
The cosine function varies from —1 to 1; therefore, the width of the resonance in 
momentum space is given by =  2e<f>j. Thus, Ap — 2 -y/e^y. Crudely speaking, 
when the overlap condition is satisfied, a particle moving around one resonance 
island may be kicked onto the neighbouring island. Thus, the rate at which a particle 
can move across momentum space is roughly the width of the islands divided by 
the time taken for half a complete orbit. The diffusion coefficient will therefore be 
approximated by ~  2 width2/period. To calculate the period, consider Hamilton’s
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equations:
. &H 
q ~  d p *
m
p ~  aq -
From equation (5.2.2), q =  p\ therefore, q — p.
q = p  = kj€<f>j sm(kjq), 
expanding the sine function around an 0 —point we get:
q ~
The frequency u  is therefore given by:
lO =  kj y/efij,
and the period by
2ir
T =
kj y/€<f>j
The quasilinear diffusion coefficient is therefore approximated by:
^  =  4 ( e ^
1  7T
(5.3) W ave-K inetics an d  Q uasilinear T h eo ry
In this section, we will analyse the application of quasilinear theory to the 
wave-kinetic model of a beam interacting with a complex spectrum of soundwaves. 
The analysis is valid for three dimensions, but for the purposes of our application
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it is only necessary to consider a two dimensional system: z the direction of propa­
gation of the laser light into the plasma and x transverse to z. In the wave-kinetic 
formalism, we model the propagation of the light with a kinetic equation:
d j
~  +  V*u> • V? -  V u  ' V kj  =  0. (5.3.1)
The optical properties of the plasma are determined by the local dispersion relation
u(k,  x). The individual trajectories of the photons (or quasiparticles) are given by
the equations of geometrical optics:
x =
k — — V uj.
The astute reader will recall that these are really just Hamilton’s equations, with u> 
as the Hamiltonian. If we use these ray equations, we may write equation (5.3.1):
^  +  V ■ (jZ) + V* ■ (j£) =  0. (5.3.2)
Recall that the cold plasma dispersion relation is given by:
w(&,£) =  y jk 2c2 + w2e(x),
where u>2C =  ap(x). Therefore, we note: k =  — Vp, and x = vg. Averaging 
equation (5.3.2) over x, we obtain analogously to equation (5.1.3):
M  = _vt • (dsj)
and for the fluctuations:
( ^  + 2 - V ) 6 j  = -8 % -V k{j).
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Using the relations for k and x, the above become:
( | j  +  $ 9 $ )  • V 8p  • V * (j) , (5.3.3)
and
Following Kaufmann/5-5! the solution to equation (5.3.3) may be written:
6j =  f  df'V6p(x -  Vgt‘, t - t ’)- Vjfc(j').
Jo
The initial value term 8j{t — 0) has been dropped, as for long time behaviour 
the initial perturbation is largely irrelevant. Substituting for 8 j , equation (5.3.4) 
becomes:
^ r  =  ( s 5 L ) 2'7 ‘ - f ‘dt l ( V S p i S , t ) V S p ( . x - v , t ' , t - t ‘)) ■ V t {j). (5.3.5)at xua j Q
Malting the standard Markov assumption, we evaluate Vjt(y) at f, and extend the 
limit of the integral to infinity. This assumes that the de-correlation time r  < <  t, 
i.e., the diffusion processes we are interested in, take place on a time scale r ,  which 
is assumed to be fast compared with t, and that Vjt{j) varies on a time scale long 
compared to r.
*00
D =  Gr—)2 /  d t '(V < 5 p (x ,f )W p (x -u / , t - t ') ) .  (5.3.6)- w o  J 0
The density fluctuations are assumed to be obliquely traveling sound waves; all 
other non-resonant perturbations are removed using the oscillation center transfor­
mation described in chapter 2. In a frame moving with the group velocity of the
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carrier mode of the laser beam, the sound waves are governed by:
f d ds2  2 d4 s d * f j 7 Sj
(dt V° d z 5 Cadx2. p ~  dx2 j  u,0 ' (5 -3 -7)
where Applying a Fourier transform, equation (5.3.7) may be written
[(*/ -  v0qs)2 -  c\ql)8p{q, v) ~  - q 2x f  dZ--^ ' * '  ^  8{v -  q- v(Z)),
J  W0
where k = koz +  Z. The delta function 8{v — q • v(k)) selects out only that part 
of the distribution function that is resonant and can drive sound waves. Ignoring 
transients, the solution to equation (5.3.7) is given by:
p+(q)8(i/-voqx + caqx) + p - (q )8 (v -v 0qz - c sqx) = f d Z — —  KL-).£ ( v -  q-v(ic)).
J w0
The symbols p+ and p~ represent right and left moving sound waves repectively. 
The resonance condition is therefore: v — voqs ±  c3qx =  u — q- v. At resonance, the 
projection of the photons velocity along the direction of propagation of the sound 
wave must equal the sound speed:
i c s =  k • M  • q.
M  is as defined in the previous chapter equation (4.3.10). Thus,
m  = [ d t S- ^ - .  (5.3.8)
J  Wo
The sound wave solution for Sp may be written:
8p(x,t) = ± j d q  [6p+(q)e - i& s+y+t) +  V ~ (3 )e“ ,{?"'£+I'- t)] • (5.3.9)
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The branches of the sound wave dispersion relation are given by the two roots: 
=  uoqx — Cj?u and v-  =  uo?r +  c3qx. In order to enforce reality we require:
= («p+(-s)r,
and
8p~{q) =  ( S T  ( - j))* .
The sound waves all have the same speed -  the sound speed; thus, they are con­
strained to lie on a circle in velocity space of radius cs. The resonance condition 
q • v = uoq2 ±  c„qx is illustrated in figure (5.3.1) below. In general, for any given 
resonant wave vector g, the waves travelling in the +q direction are resonant with 
a region of the photon distribution, which is uncorrelated to the region which is 
resonant with waves travelling in the — q direction.
F igu re  5.3.1 T h e  Resonance C ond ition
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Strictly speaking, we are ignoring the existance of the filamentation branch of 
the dispersion relation. This is necessary, as the quasilinear formalism is not valid 
when there are multiple branches of the dispersion relation which support unstable 
modes. We assume it is valid to ignore the existance of other unstable branches if 
the growth rate of these unstable modes is slow compared with the time scale of 
the diffusion processes of interest. The applicability of this approach is therefore 
limited to considering only the onset of filamentation and cannot be used to model 
the actual formation of filaments..
Therefore, considering only sound waves, we have:
8 p ( x  — Vgt ‘ , t  — t ' )  =
Thus
V5p(x, t)S75p(x — vgt ', t — t1) =
Jdqdq ' qq' V ^ + +*'+>*ew*,?'*'e,V+‘'
(5.3.10)
+5p (q)6p Qt'ei»'_t']
When we perform the average over x, the expressions: e_,x'(®+^ )  yield a delta 
function 8(q +  <f'); this restricts the integration in equation (5.3.10) to q' =  —q. 
Therefore, averaging equation (5.3.10), we obtain:
(V5p(af, t)V5p(x — vgt ' , t  — f')) =
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Jdqdq1 qq'8{<l + q ‘ ‘ [8p*(q )£>+(?')e-i(‘'++*'+>V«'+t'
+8p~{q)8p'h{_q,) e - i^ +i,,^ teiv' ^ ,
+8p*{q)Sp~{q')e~i(‘u++v'-^ t iv- t'
(5.3.11)
+Sp (q)$p (q')e ]•
r i 2e- v _ t' . (5.3.12)
If we integrate over q 1 and recall the reality constraints given above, we obtain:
(Vi$p{x,t)V8p(x -  vgt‘, t  -  t*)) = ~ jd q q q e - ' ^ ’ *' [
|<5/^ + |2e ''u'+^ , +  Sp 8p+
+8p+ 8p~m +  | S p ' ^ e - ” - 1'].
If photons sire restricted to move into the plasma, the cross terms 8p 8p+ and 
8p Sp cannot contribute, as a given wavevector q can only support waves on one 
branch of the dispersion relation. Therefore
(V8p(x, t)*76p(x~Vgt' i  ydfg5"p^p+ |2e-,,,+t, +  |^p
The diffusion tensor is therefore given by
D = ( 4 ^ )2 Jdm / * '
The terms e~,u+t' and e~ll,- t' become delta functions, restricting the 8p's to the 
shock cone:
D =  27r ( i ~ ) 2 f d?M \2s(u~) ■
The quasilinear diffusion tensor only makes sense when averaged over a  number 
of adjacent resonances. We course-grain the velocity space, i.e., average over a small 
region of velocity space about some wavenumber k :
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D = h ^ - K ^ K k i  f ik *dk‘ [ l ^ + f  * c - + ) + I ^ T % - ) ]  •
The resonance condition fixes the unit vector q, and the speed of the sound waves 
is fixed cs. Thus, the wave vector can be expressed in terms of an angle and a 
magnitude, where only the angle is dependent on ft, i.e., q = q cos <f>x +  q sin <j>z. 
We are chiefly concerned with transverse diffusion, which is dominated by the Dz* 
component of the diffusion tensor. Thus, using the polar notation for q we obtain
(  a  \
D”  A *,A ft, V4w<J *
2
Iqtq3dqd<f>dkxdk- cos2 <j> p £p+ |25(i/+(ft)) +  |Sp |2£ (i/_ (ft))j .
It can easily be seen from figure (5.3.1) that 8p+ and 6p~ are driven by the 
same region of the photon distribution. Therefore, they will be statistically indis­
tinguishable, i.e., averaging over the ensemble: |£/>+ (g*)|2 =  |Sp (<f) |2 =  \8p(q)^. 
Therefore, Dr i  may be written
2_ 4tt
Drz = Aftr Aftr \4w  
Integrating over </> we obtain:
— ^ Jq*dqd<f>dkxdkx cos2 <f>(k)\8p\28(v(k)).
( J L . ) 2 h w k ' i k , ^ - 
A t ,A t ,  V W  r  IfJU ,
The frequency u is determined from the resonance condition q • vg. Thus, v —
2 2 qj2
|?|(ca -  q • vg) =  Iglc,, -  \q\vQ sin<f> -  |5|fts ^ c o s ^  -  | # z ^ - ^ r  sin <f>] the derivative 
§£ =  — itfbo cos (j) +  \q\kx^sin(f> -  \q\hz~ ^ f  cos <f> ~  v0|?| for small <f>.
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Thus, the diffusion coefficient becomes:
The functions 8p(q) axe determined by equation (5.3.8), i.e.,
J Wo
If Sp is a slowly varying function of k over the averaging area, then the integral 
over dkxdk. yields the average over the given area. Thus the diffusion coefficient is 
given by:
DEX(£) = ^  (^ L.) Jdqq2\8p{\q\,<f>(k))\2. (5.3.13)
(5.4) IS I an d  Q uasilinear T heory
Prom chapter 4, equation (4.3.1), we may write the complex electric field am­
plitude at the boundary z =  0:
E (x , t) =  Y  AjF{t  -  eikixX. (5.4.1)
2 x/do
The function F(t  — tj) describes the temporal properties of the laser beam. In 
chapter 4, we used a Lorenz profile to model F(t)\ this description lends itself to nu­
merical evaluation. Here we will not specify the functional form of F(t). Rather, we
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will just specify the statistical properties that F(t) must posess. Following Lehm- 
berg et al.Js‘6l F(t) is well approximated by a quasi-stationary stochastic variable,
and the correlation function F(t +  t')F* (t) has smooth, localised t' dependence:
where 7 (0) =  1 and 7 (tl) —*■ 0, for ji'| > tc. Note that, in terms of its Fourier 
transform, we may write
F(t + t')F*(t) =  Jdvdu 'F(u)F*{ » ' ) & " ' * ' .
To satisfy the above relation, the fourier transform F  must be delta correlated in 
fourier space, i.e.,
F(v)F*(v>) =  -  v'). (5.4.2)
The Fourier transform F{v) is modeled as a gaussian profile with bandwidth Au.
Our first step is to convert equation (5.4.1) to the appropriate initial condition. 
Following the prescription in section (4.1), we obtain:
& (f t t) A i j d k 2vgQF{v{kj ) -  wo)
x  e i4>) g i kj  -re - i v ( k j  )t^
where kj =  kxjX -f k-z. By defining B j ( k z) =  Ugo-F^i/^) ~  wQ)e'M^
we may write i?(r, t = 0):
Eq sin(x/d0) c.c.m t = o) =  Y sm*/d!°  £  [A i *«“ ■* +
The corresonding action density is given by:
c.v  — —. x -So s in 2( a : / do) f / _. ^  x6j(r,p ;t = 0) =  ■ --------------- ■ 6 { p -  k0)
w(p )l07T (s/d o )2
x E E - 4Mi [dkzdk^Bjik^Btik'Je^-fy.  
j  1 J
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For simplicity, we now drop the slow transverse variations described by the sine2 
profile and the A}'s. Thus, Fourier transforming, we obtain:
*o)E E  jdk,dk'zBi(k,)B'l(K)S(q-(E, -  k\)).
Define the quantity S J ( q )  =  f d p ~ therefore
=  E  E / W i ( W ( W -  & - k’,))-
The delta function serves to restrict the summations over j  and I and enables us to 
perform one of the integrations. Thus
" ( f )  =  E  jik,Bi{K)B'M,(kI- q,), (5.4.3)
0 j
where I* = , and d0 is the width of the individual echelon steps.
The squared amplitude \&J{qx,qz)^  is given by:
l ^ ’?r)l2 = ^ ( I ^ F  2  §  J d k s d K
x -  q ^ B X k ' J B o M K  -  ?*)•
The ensemble average is therefore
 ________  p4 iV-|/'| JV-|/'l
= E E /■“’•<*'. (5A5)
X -  q ^ B ^ k ^ B a - t ^ k ^  -  qz ) .
If we expand u{k) about k — &o, we obtain u ~  u>o +  u5o«xi where =  (ko +  k z) z . 
The Bs  are defined: B j(k z) =  v3oF(u(kj ) — wo)e,^^» thus,
B j ( k s) = v90F{vg0Ks)eiv» s*ti e i+i.
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Therefore, equation (5.4.5) reduces to:
b s v l  , y r | ,y r | - I
ov 3 j = 0  o = 0
x JdK-dK^e^1| ( « ,  - K i ) v , o  t d e H j - o t ) v a0q,  tA (5.4.6)
x i r(uffo«2) ir *(u3o(Kr -  9x))-P,*(vffo 4 ) F ( u 3o(«'z -  ?*)).
If we assume Gaussian distributions, the above four point correlation may be rewrit­
ten as a sum of the products of all possible two point correlations, i.e.,
F(u3o«--)ir*(vffo(tf= -  qz))F*(vgoKx)F(vga(Kz ~  ff*))
=  [-F(uaoK.-)F*(u3o(«_- -  5*))][-P,*(v,0K'z)ir(uso «  -  ?x))]
(5.4.7)
+  [^,(VflO«x)i;,*(uJ70/C,-)j[ir*(uflo(«x -  g r))F (v30 «  -  ?*))]
+ [^ (WflOKsJ-F’fWffO^x “  gx))][^*(uso(«r -  9*))^* (VgO «'*)].
T he last term in equation (5.4.7) is zero by definition; therefore, equation (5.4.6) 
becomes:
E iv i ,  " -I 'U M 'I.
"ansfe E E +^ —-*-»O' 3 j—0 o=0 
X  J d K - d K ' . e ^ 1' KK* ~ K: ) vS0td e i t i - C t ) v g0<lz U
X [F(u3o« = ) ir *(wSo(«r -  ? x ) ) ] [ F * ( v 30 K ,z ) F ( u 1,o ( « ,i  -  ? z ) ) ]
+  [F(u3 0 « : ) F * ( v 50 «r)](F *(v 5o(Kj -  ^ ) ) F ( u fl0«  -  tf*))]
Upon performing the ensemble average, the random nature of the phases <j>j, <j>a, 
, <f>a-i>i will restrict the terms in the above summation that can contribute to 
those terms, satisfying
(f>j — 4>j-v  -  <f>ot +  <Pa-t> =  0 .
The two point correlation functions can be reduced using equation (5.4.2); there 
axe two generic forms:
F(vg0Kz)F*{vg0{Kz -  ?*)) =  |-F(v3o*=)|2— % *), (A)
VgO
and
F ( V g 0 Ks )F*( Vg 0K' . )  -  | F ( u ff0« s ) | 2 — - ^ ( * r  ~  *'x ) .  ( - B )
VgO
There are four distinct cases which we will treat separately.
Case 1, V 7^  0,qs ^  0; the phase average yields the restriction a  — j .  Thus, the 
double summation reduces to counting the number of lattice points that lie on the 
line a  =  j f out to the limit a = j  = N  — |/|. This is illustrated in figure (5.4.1) 
below.
o
o cc  = 7
o  o
o o
oo< >
o'(>
o- *0 . O- •o.
cc
Figure  (5.4.1) T he restric tion  on th e  sum m ations.
This simply yields the value N  — |1| +1; thus, in this case, we obtain for the squared 
amplitude:
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1^1 <J»?£0,gi?£0 -  0^ (1 6 ^ )2  ^ J dK*\F(.v90Ks)\2 • (5.4.7)
Case 2. V 7^  0, qz =  0; the phase average yields the same restriction a  =  j  as
in case 1. Thus, the squared amplitude becomes: 
E$(N  -  |/ '| +  1) ,|W|' gx^o. 9»-o Wq (167r)2 s°
X J d K 3ell>> + J JdKs\F(vgQKt )\2
(5.4.8)
|jP(u5o^r)|2 is a slow function of kz; therefore, the first integral in equation (5.4.8) 
will die off exponentially in |1'|. Equation (5.4.8) becomes:
m
B M i y - i r i  + i ) ,
!.*o,g,=o ^ ( 16r )2 ”«• (5.4.9)
Case 3. I1 = 0, qs ^  0; in this case, the phases cancel trivially for all values of 
j  and a.  Thus
£ V ^ U’0<d ldK:\F(vgQKz)\
2 A 'J
(5.4.10)
Wq(16jt)2 s°
Case 4• V =  0, <7- =  0; again the phases cancel trivially for all values of j  and 
a. Thus, the squared amplitude becomes:
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(5.4.11)
Case 3., and Case 4. are effectively irrelevant to the problem as they cannot 
drive any sound waves. Therefore, except in the vicinity of qx = 0, the squared 
amplitude |<iJ|2 varies linearly with qx and is independent of qz. This is in good 
agreement with the numerical prediction. Below is a logarithmic plot of the fourier 
decomposition of the the ISI profile in figure (4.3.1).
F igure (5.4.2) IS I Pow er S pec trum
Define P = fdt/\F(t/)\2; therefore, for qs =  0 and q~ =  0:
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Thus, for qx 0 we have:
Iff J \2 =  IffJ l2 ^ ^  
1 1  1 10 (JV + 1)2 '
In the previous section, we noted that:
=  Jdp-- _ - a  fjJOMl.Uq
Consistent with the approximations made in section (5.3), we take qx 111; lhus
This implies that the diffusion coefficient, equation (5.3.13), may be written:
D“ = f  f e y / * - 712-
Therefore, substituting from above, we obtain:
( t f - i M  +  i)
5.4.12)(N  + 1)2
The integral is restricted to those wave numbers <f, which are resonant with the 
photons. This region in q-space is bowtie shaped and is illustrated in figure (5.4.3).
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Figure (5.4.3) R esonan t q-Space.
The region is bounded by qXmax — and the opening angle is approximately 
the ratio £*•. Therefore, the integral in equation (5.4.14) may be solved and yields:
_  4tt /  a \  |£ j |2 
11 v0 \4 ujo)  1 lo [7(JV +  1) 167T(N  +  l )2 * (5.4.13)
Substituting for qXmax assuming N  >> 1 we get:
Stt* ( u% \ 2 \5J\20 N* 
D x x ~  vo { » *  )  Pl  dS*
(5.4.14)
Thus, the transverse diffusion is sensitive to three parameters: the number of 
echelons iV, the length do, and |<?J[2Q. The length do is related to the focal length
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of the focusing optics / ,  the width of each echelon step D, and the wave-number 
of the carrier mode of the laser, i.e., do =  3-^ 5 • The quantity J  =  J cPk-^- is 
the ponderomotive potential; thus, |57|2Q ~  |^40|4. This result will be discussed in 
chapter seven.
C H A P T E R  6. N um erical Testing
(6 .1) N um erica l M odel
To test the predictions of the preceding chapter, we have developed a computer 
code that integrates the trajectories of an ensemble of quasiparticles with a back­
ground composed of randomly phased sound waves. The quasiparticle momenta 
are assumed to be closely grouped about the momentum of the carrier. As noted 
before, the Hamiltonian of the quasiparticles is simply the frequency u; as defined 
by the local dispersion relation:
ui2 = k2c2 +ajpe(r). (6.1.1)
The wavevectors of the quasiparticles are given by k — &o +  p and the background
density p(x) ~  pop(x). Therefore, in the rest frame of the carrier mode, the Hamil­
tonian is to leading order
W =  i p - M - p  +  i ^ p ( i ) ,  (6.1.2)
I  2 , CiJq
where, wpe =  y  ~r~ ^ ° . The matrix M, which plays the role of an anisotropic mass, 
is given by:
c 2 / I  Q >\
M ~ ^ ( o  2 r ) ‘
The wavevectors of the sound waves are chosen consistent with the oscillation 
center transformation discussed in chapter 2 to produce a spectrum of nearly
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transversely propagating sound waves. To pick an appropriate spectrum, we consider 
the resonance condition that exists between the sound waves and the quasiparticles. 
For resonance, the component of the group velocity of a  quasipaxticle -  which lies 
in the direction of propagation of a sound wave -  must match the sound speed c3. 
Thus, the resonance condition is given by:
v • q = v0 ’ q + q  • M  -p = c,|g]. (6.1.3)
For a given q, this defines a line in the (vXyvz) plane tangent to the circle centered 
at the origin of radius c3. Only those lines that pass near vqz are relevant. This is 
simply another way of viewing the shock condition and is illustrated in figure (6.1.1). 
Each point in the neighbourhood of the carrier velocity is potentially resonant with 
two sound waves, which axe counter propagating in the x-direction.
F igu re  (6.1.1) L ocation  of R esonances.
In the rest frame of the carrier mode, the center of the photon distribution is
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shifted onto the origin in figure (6.1.1), and the center of the circle defining the
allowed sound waves is shifted t o  c. We select a number of intersection points
(N  ~  37) about the origin along the transverse direction. The photon distribution 
has a characteristic width in the transverse direction <rx; the intersection points 
axe chosen to have separation A vx = -y f j . This ensures that there is always sin 
intersection at v =  vq and that the resonances will be uniformly distributed about 
Vo. Figure (6.1.2) below is a blow up of the region about uo in figure (6.1.1) and 
illustrates the distribution of intersection points.
Figure (6 .1 .2 ) Location of the Intersections.
Each of these intersection points defines two unit wavevectors for resonant sound 
waves. We assign an ensemble of n (typically n ~  5) wavevectors for each unit 
vector. Thus, the total number of waves in the spectrum is 2n times the number of
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intersection, points. The density profile in the rest frame of the light is given by:
p(x, t) = £  ^ 2  [cos(? ' * ±  I? M  -  q*ct)]. (6.1.4)
q ±
A surface plot of a snapshot of such a density profile, with 37 intersection and 5 
waves per resonance, is shown in figure (6.1.3).
M i r 5
Figure (6.1.3) A  Density Snapshot.
An ensemble of photons is chosen with positions uniformly distributed in space. 
In order to study the diffusion of photons close to the carrier mode, we choose 
the initial momenta, po i of the photons to be zero. The ensemble is evolved by
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integrating the Hamiltonian equations of motion:
i. anx  =
To capitalise on the Hamiltonian nature of the system, we employ a symplectic 
integration scheme.
A symplectic integration scheme replaces the Hamiltonian differential equa­
tions of motion above with a symplectic mapping generated from a near-identity 
canonical transformation. The positions and momenta at time t are mapped
to new positions and momenta at time t + St, (X;, P i } .  A symplectic mapping pre­
serves the structure of the phase space. t6,1l In an application where information 
about the general structure of the phase space is the primary goal, rather than 
the details of individual trajectories of particles, a simple, low order symplectic 
scheme is highly preferable to more complex methods. We use a fully explicit first 
order leap-frogging map, which yields second order accuracy. The details of the 
mapping are contained in appendix A.
The potential term in our Hamiltonian (equation (6.1.2)) depends on time; 
therefore, we extend the phase space to include time as a conjugate position variable. 
Consider, for the moment, a one dimensional system. Define a new Hamiltonian 
P(xi ,Pi,X2,P2)‘
P 2F(xi , pi ,r2,P2) = + V(xi,x2) +p2,
where pi =  p, r j  =  x, pi ~  —7f(r,p, t ), and X2 — t.
(6.1.5)
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Hamilton's equations become:
dpi _  _ d P _  _  d H  dx i  _ d F  _ d H
ds  d x i  dx  ’ ds  dp\  dp
dp2 =  _ & F  _  _ d U  d x 2 d T  (6-L6)
ds  d x 2 d t  ds ~  dp2 ~~
where s is a new time-like parameter. These new equations represent the same dy­
namical system; the extra degree of freedom supplies a new constant of the motion, 
namely the extended phase space Hamiltonian T .  Clearly the physical solutions cor­
respond to T  — 0. We use the conservation of P  as a check on the accuracy of the 
integration scheme. The generalisation to two spatial dimensions is straightforward.
(6.2) Results
From the trajectories of the individual ensemble members, ensemble averages of 
Pi> Pz and the extended phase space Hamiltonian are calculated. The components 
of the quasilinear diffusion tensor are computed directly from the expression given 
in chapter 5, equation (5.3.12). The simulations are similar to those carried out by 
Cary et al.;t6,3J however, there are several important differences. Firstly, although 
we will be primarily interested in transverse diffusion, our simulations have two 
spatial dimensions. Secondly, the resonance layers are not parallel but actually 
intersect. Finally, we have multiple waves on each resonance.
The actual non-dimensional equations used in the numerical simulations are 
detailed in Appendix B. These equation contain two dimensionless parameters; /? =  
and 7 =  The simulations were predominantly run on an IBM PowerStation 
320h workstation; to accomodate the limited computer resources, nonphysical values
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of /3 =  0.1 and 7 =  1 were used. However, it is reasonable to suppose that the 
numerical results will hold for physical values of /? and 7 .
The existence of multiple waves on each resonance complicates the resonance 
overlap condition. As discussed in section (5.2), diffusion is possible only when 
neighbouring island chains start to overlap. When there are multiple wave on a 
resonance, even when only one resonance is present, the phase space no longer 
looks locally like that of a simple pendulum. Figure (6.2.1) illustrates the phase 
space of a one dimensional oscillator with multiple waves.
• o
40
O
F igure  (6.2.1) M ultip le  W ave R esonance 
Until the inner separtrices have overlapped, a significant portion of the ensem-
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ble members may be trapped and not contribute to the diffusion. In principle, these 
particles can still undergo Arnold diffusion around the two dimensional lattice of 
resonances or stochastic web. More detailed simulation in this region would be of 
interest to clarify the behaviour in this barely overlapped regime. In the ISI regime, 
the resonances are densely packed in a finite region of phase space. The seperation 
of the resonances is infintesimal, thus they will all be fully overlapped.
A number of simulations were run with different numbers of quasiparticles 
ranging from 40 to 100 and with different wave amplitudes. The overlap param­
eter provides a measure to estimate the degree to which neighbouring resonances 
overlap. Consistent with the Hamiltonian (equation (6.1.2)), the Chirikov overlap 
parameter^6,4! is given by:
C = -------- ^ Auz.
We note in passing that Chirikov uses the symbol e for the overlap parameter. 
Hopefully this does not cause too much confusion. The condition £ =  1 implies 
that the resonance width is equal to the seperation of the resonances, thus the 
island are barely overlapped. The quasilinear limit corresponds to £ > >  1. Figure
(6.2 .2) shows the ensemble average of the squared momentum in the x-direction as 
a function of time for different values of the overlap parameter £ :
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Figure (6.2.2) Ensemble Average o f M om entum  Squared.
The slope of these curves in the linear growth region is related to the Dx» 
component of the diffusion tensor. As there are a finite number of resonances 
covering a finite volume of phase space, the particles eventually encounter the limits 
of the diffusive region and saturate at value that will depend on ox, the width of 
the distribution, and e the wave amplitude. The slope of these curves should be 
measured before this saturation plateau is reached.
To examine how sensitive the simulation was to particle statistics, we ran simu­
lations with different numbers of quasiparticles in the ensembles for the same overall 
parameter values. Figure (6.2.3) shows a comparison between a  simulation with 100 
quasipaxticles and one with 40 quasiparticles.
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Figure  (6.2.3) 100 Partic les versus 40 P artic les.
As we noted earlier, the components of the the quasilinear diffusion tensor are 
computed directly from equation (5.3.12). Figure (6.2.4) is a plot of ■§££, the ratio 
of the diffusion coefficient measured from the simulation results and the predicted 
quasilinear value versus the overlap parameter £.
M ■
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1 .S  •
l.< • * ’
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1.0 • *♦
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O.o I ■ * ■ *--------1-1---------1 —*...........................................................
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C
Figure (6.2.4) R atio  of th e  Sim ulation Value to Q uasilinear Value 
versus th e  Overlap P aram ete r
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This should be compared to the results of Cary et al'.t6,3!
0 10 3 > » 4 0 $ 0  60 7 D 8 ) * ) 1 0 0
£
Figure (6.2.5) Ratio o f the Simulation Value to Quasilinear Value 
versus the Overlap Parameter, Cary et al. (Reference [6.2]).
Qualitatively, the results are strikingly similar. Both show an enhancement 
above the quasilinear value for similar values of the overlap parameter C ~  20. Re­
cent self-consistent studies also predict this enhancement. I6,41 This feature may 
be a  result of the persistent remnants of the very center of resonances similar to 
the accelerator modes t6'4! observed in simulations using the standard map . In the 
neighbourhood of fixed points of the standard map, the stability condition derived 
from a local analysis is not valid. This gives rise to so-called islets of stability}6'^ 
Stochastic trajectories cannot penetrate into these regions. However, near the sta­
bility border, the diffusion rate is anomolously low, so trajectories that approach 
this border tend to spend a long in the neigbourhood. In the region of the islet of 
stability, momentum variation is rapid, thus the net resut is an overall enhancement
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to the diffusion rate.
The differences at small values of the overlap parameter axe a consequence of 
the differences in the physical model. Further study of the small overlap parameter 
regime would be interesting, but is beyond the scope of this work.
Of direct relevance to ISI is the fact that our simulation prediction of the 
diffusion coefficient asympotes to the predicted quasilinear value in the limit of 
large overlap parameter. Thus, the numerical results confirm that the quasilinear 
diffusion model is a good representation of the transverse diffusion of photons in an 
optically smoothed beam.
C H A PT E R  7. Conclusions
In chapter five, we used quasilinear theory to derive an analytic expression for 
the transverse diffusion coefficient for diffusion in momentum space:
Po dg
In general, it is not possible to use this result to draw broad conclusions about the 
effects of diffusion on the threshold for filamentation, as the quasilinear assumption 
-  strictly speaking -  is not valid if filaments start to form.
The diffusion rate is highly sensitive to the number of echelons -  N  and the
parameter do* The number of echelons is limited by the length of the pulse tp and 
the echelon time delay td , i.e., Ntd < tp. The quantity <f0 is defined; , where
/  is the focal length of the optics, ko is the wave-number of the carrier mode of the
laser, and D is the width of each echelon step.
Clearly there are technological constraints on the modifications that are possi­
ble. For example, one cannot arbitrarily shorten the wavelength of the laser whilst 
increasing the number and size of the echelon steps and decreasing the focal length 
of the optics. However, this result indicates the general class of modifications that 
will enhance the diffusion of photons.
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Equation (7.1) depends on |<SJ|20. From equation (5.4.11), we may write:
j-T? _ , 2 ( i V  +  l)2lig|g 
1 lo_ (16tt)2^ *
Using this estimate, and assuming N  »  1, we may write the diffusion coefficient:
“  \ u o J  (7'2)
The characteristic time scale associated with the diffusion process is the time for 
a photon to diffuse across the width of the distribution in momentum space; this is 
simply the time for diffusion to double the size of the distribution -  or one e-folding 
time. This time scale is given by to =  “  — with qXm„  = 2 N r/d .
Thus, the diffusion rate is given by:
Tl ™  
v  Wo /  1 6 (2 ? r )2 ^ u J t i o < i s '
Typical values for the ISI parameters areE7,1l'l7-2l:
d ~  1 mm, N  ~  20, uo ~  c, A =  0.25 pm, Te ~  102 eV
|jE|o ^  1015 Watts cm-2 , u pc ~  6 x 1014 s“ l , po ~  10~3 g cm” 3.
Recall that d =  with /  ~  30 m the focal length of the optics, and D ~  .75 cm 
the width of each echelon step. With these values, the diffusion rate is given by:
\E\ N*
j o  ~  7 x 10 /£)$
The tidlaed quantities are seeded to the reference values given above.
The growth rate of the filamentation instability for a uniform beam is given by 
equation (1.2.27):
(7 2 , 2 2w 2 , <£f£\ _  g4e2|>lo|2c2a>2f
( 7 /+  7 ca) (7/ +  4^ 2 ) -  8m2wa
In the limit 7/  < <  gcs, we can differentiate the above expression and deduce
the wavenumber of the fastest growing mode. The growth rate evaluated at this
wavenumber is the maximum growth rate for the ponderomotive filamentation in­
stability. Following Kruer,t7’3! the maximum growth rate may be expressed in a 
very compact form:
-yf = -  ( Uo;lc^
Uma* 8 \ v t  J  w0 ’
where vlsc — , and v\  =  By inserting our typical values from above, and
— 2 _
scaling )E| and wo to their reference values, the maximum growth rate is given by
3 x 1013mas
The ratio of equation (7.5) to equation (7.4) yields a criterion for the stabilis- 
tation of filamentation by photon diffusion:
IE! u>niV6
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Clearly by this criterion, a system with our chosen parameters is only nominally 
stable against filamentation. However, the criterion is extremely sensitive to the 
number of echelons. Over an order of magnitude increase in this safety margin can 
be gained by using N  = 30 rather than N  =  20.
It is important to note that the above criterion is a worst case estimate. The 
numerical simulations indicate that the quasilinear diffusion coefficient probably 
represents a lower bound on the diffusion rate, and the growth rate we have chosen 
for comparison is the upper bound for the filamentation instability. The uniform 
beam case is in itself a worst case system, introducing a spread of wave vectors 
in the beam will also tend to reduce the filamentation growth rate, even without 
photon diffusion.
The estimate of the diffusion coefficient is based on an ensemble average over 
various ISI realisations- transient high intensity spots are not included explicitly in 
this analysis. However, although the growth rate of the filamentation instability can 
be greatly enhanced in these regions, we also anticipate greatly enhanced photon 
diffusion — a direct result of the strong dependence of the diffusion coefficient on 
the ponderomotive potential.
Although based on a very simple physical model, hopefully this criterion can 
serve as a  red flag indication of possible filamentation at the very earliest stages in 
the design of laser and optical systems.
F u tu re  W ork .
An important extension of this work would be to extend the quasilinear analysis
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to non-uniform plasmas. In principle, this should not be too difficult. The unper­
turbed trajectories are no longer straight lines. Consequently, the photon may 
only stay in resonance with the sound waves for a fixed time -  thus, the Markov 
assumption is no longer needed.
Possible future extensions of the numerical work should include a study of the 
very small overlap regime, where our two dimensional simulations showed signifi­
cant deviation from the one dimensional calculations done by CaryJ7-4! A possible 
explanation of this behaviour would be Amol’d diffusion.t7,5! The diffusion rate for 
Amol’d diffusion is much smaller than the quasilinear value, as the particles are 
constained to move around a mesh of resonances or stochastic web] trapped in the 
neighbourhood of each resonance, particles can only hop from one resonance to an­
other resonance near intersection points. The low overlap regime corresponds to the 
sub-threshold regime; the formation of correlated structures in this regime is cur­
rently of great interest in the Inertial Confinement Fusion field. The wave-kinetic 
model may yield an elegant means to describe this phenomenon in terms of particle 
trapping.
FIN
Appendix A . Symplectic Integration
To derive the appropriate symplectic mapping, it is convenient to first transform 
the Hamiltonian into potential form, i.e., where the Hamiltonian is reduced to a 
kinetic energy term that depends only on the momenta and a potential energy term 
that depends only on the positions:
Hamilton’s equations become:
■H =  Y  +  V(j).
q ~ p
dV
P ~  dq-
Taylor expanding, we can deduce the values of q and p at a later time t -+• h: 
and
q(t + h) = qo + hpQ -  d • (-^ *2)
Equations (A .l) and (A.2) do not provide a useful mapping, as this form is not 
symplectic. The mapping we use is a symmetrised first order half-step scheme, 
which yields second order accuracy and is completely explicit, First step the 
momentum forward a half time step:
h d V
a
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(A3)
q=<fO
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Now step the position forward one full time step, using the half step value of the 
momentum:
=  3o +  hp i . (AA)
Finally, complete the last half step for the momentum, using the final value of the 
postion:
Pi =  Pi -
h d V
2 dq (jL5)9=9l
By substituting for p^ in equation (A.4) from equation (A.3), we obtain: 
?i =  ?o +  h
h d V ■
r  2 Sq 9=9 o-
=  M + f t p o _ ^ ,  ,
2 dq 'i=i°
which agrees with equation (A.2) to second order. Substituting for q\ in equation 
(A.5) from equation (A.4), and taylor expanding the potential we obtain:
h \ a v + h\
9=9 o
f  h d V > d2V “
P i  -  P i -  g
. dq
l<er
| CM 
1O
9=90> dq2 9=9o-
Substituting for p^ from equation (A.3), we obtain:
k2 d2V, dV
Pi =Po -  h ~  dq 9=90 2 dq2
+  o (b ? \
9=70
which agrees with equation (A .l) to second order in h. The generalisation to higher 
dimensions is straightforward.
To show that the above scheme is symplectic, consider the wedge product, 
dp(t +  h) A dq(t +  h ). The condition
dp(t + k) A dq(t +  h) — dp(t) A dq(t)
is called the symplectic condition for a transformation^’2! and in two dimensions is 
equivalent to area conservation.
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From equation (A.5) we have:
dp{t + h) A dq(t + h) = d[p{t + ^ ) ~  H ^ | 9(t+h)] A dq{t +  h).
The potental V{q(i +  h )) can be expressed as a power series in q] thus the wedge 
product of q(t + h) with V(q(t +  h)) or any of its derivatives will be zero. Therefore,
h
dp(t 4- h) A dq(t +  h) =  dp(t + —) A dq(t + h).£*
By Substituting for q(t + k), we obtain:
dp(t + ~ )  A dq(t + h) =  dp(t + ~)  A d[q(t) +  hp(t +  ~)\.
Since dp(t +  f ) A dp(t + -|) — 0, this simplifies to
= dW ) ~ Y ^ \ q^ Ad<i ^
— =  dp(t) A dq(t).
Therefore:
dp(t -f k) A dq(t + h) = dp{t) A dq(t).
Since no approximations have been made in the foregoing arguments, the mapping 
is exactly symplectic. Extension to higher dimensions is straightforward.
A ppendix B. Equations o f M otion
In this appendix, we describe the reduction of the equations of motion to the non- 
dimensional form used in the numerical simulation.
The Hamiltonian of the quasiparticles in the moving frame is given by:
fi(x, k , t) = w(x, k, i) — k • uq, (B .l)
where w is defined by the cold plasma dispersion relation:
w(x, k , t) =  (&2c2 +  ocp(x, i ) )7 . (B.2)
ap =  u>pC. We expand the density about a uniform equilibrium and introduce a 
small dimensionless parameter e such that:
p(x,t)  = />0(1 + epi{xf t)).
Thus
ut
u>(x,k,t) =  w0(k) + e - ^ p i ( x , t )  +  . . . .
0 (B. 3)
Expanding a/<j(k)  about k =  ko +  /c, where the vector « is assumed to be small, we 
obtain:
wto(fc) = a»o 
Thus, in the moving frame:
fco
•K + ___ (BA)
ko
Therefore
■* 1 4*
f t (x ,£ ,f )  ~  - S T .M.K +  e-25-p!(*,<), (5 .5)
2uq
where the matrix M  is defined:
M - i f 1 S )
We rewrite the above equations to more closely resemble the Hamiltonian of a 
particle, i.e., is —► p, fi —» H\ thus
R  = £ r /* + 2^  ( S f )  A  +  e^ > (I'  J)' (S ‘6)
Hamilton’s equations are therefore:
dx _  c2
dt ~  w0Ps ’
dz _  c^ _ /  tUpeV
lit wo \  Wo J  P (S.7)
dpx _  w2e dpi dpx _ ^pe ^Pl
dt 2wq 9x ’ dt 2wq 9x
We now choose the following scalings:
P x  =  k o P x  ; P x  -  k o P z ,
X — Xr^ X J 2
t = rt.
The tildaed quantities are now dimensionless. We choose r  =  where ca is 
the sound speed; thus, r  is the sound crossing time. We define the dimensionless 
constants:
W ith these scalings, Hamilton’s equations become:
=  aP*
e 2 dpi
A p p en d ix  B.
D IF F U S .F
c.. diffus a  p ro g ram  to simulate the diffusion of rays in a 
c.. background of randomly phased sound waves, 
c.. begun: May 12th 1991 
c.. completed:
re a l x(41),z(79),lx,lz,f,p0,qx(450,10),sx,sz,b,g
rea l tpi,tev,mu1mp,gamma,t,ni,mi,c,w0,amp(450,l0)
rea l rh0,phi(450,l0),edl0,cs,wp01pt(45l,lll9)»kam t(l50 ,lll9)
rea l rt(451,1119),a,dt,tol,qmax,r(451),p(451),hame(150),ham(150)
rea l qxh(160,l),qzh(l60,l),qz(450,10)
com plex ci
in te g e r leftbox(41 ),i,idir,nx,nz,mx,mz,mrx,mrz,nwaves,imovie,iql 
in teg er nrays,niter,iback,iprtden,iforward,ireson,istrobe,nframes
com m on /parameters/phi,amp,a,b,g,rhO,lx,lz,
$ pO,qmax,sx,sz,nx,nz,mx,mz,nrays
com m on /grids/x,z,qx,qz,qxh,qzh
com m on /trajectories/rt,pt,hamt,niter,leftbox
c..first a few parametersc
c..f =  focal length of lens (cm)
c..d =  width of echelon steps (cm)
c..mp =s mass of the proton (g)
c..mu =  ratio mass—of—ion/mass—of—proton
c..tev= electron temperature of plasma (eV)
c..gamma= adiabatic index
c..c =  speed of light (cm/sec)
c..cs =  speed of sound (cm/sec)
c..edlO= energy density of the laser beam
c..mi =  mass of the ions (=mu*mp) (g)
c..ni =  number density of electrons (1/cm)
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c..wp =  electron plasma frequency (1/sec) 
c..rho= mean plasma density (g/cm '3) 
c
open(8,file= } param s.d iffus ’)
40
read(8,1003) pO,rhO,tev,mu 
read(8,1003) sx,sz,dt,eps
read(8,1002) mrx,nrays,niter,istrobe,nwaves,nframes 
read(8,1004) iforward,iback,iprtden,ireson,imovie,iql 
read(8,1005) b,g 
if  (mod(mrx,2).ne.O) then
write(*,+) 1 ************************************* ********
$ ******><
write(*,+) "Error: number of resonances is  not even" so
mrx =  mrx-f 1
write(*,+) "using mrx = ",mrx
write(*,*) "*********************************************
$  * * * * * * *
endif
if  (mod(mrx,4).eq.0) then
write(*,*) "********************************************* 60
5 ******■>
write(*,*) "Error: number of c ro ssing  poin ts i s  not odd" 
mrx =  mrx+2
write(*,*) "using mrx = ",mrx
write(*,*) 11 ******************************************* **
$  * * * * * * *
endif
if  (m rx/2.1t.l) then to
write(*,*) "*********************************************
$  * * * * * * "
write(*,*) "E rror, number of c ro ssin g  points too  small"
write(*,*) "Using mrx = 2"
mrx=2
write(*,*) "*********************************************
3 * * * * * * "
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endif so
if  (niter.gt.1119) then
write(*,*) "*********************************************
T T T T T T
write(*,*) "Error: too many time s te p s , re-dim ention the 
$ arrays"
write(*,*) "********************************##*#*********
$
*■ sL.»i/*• UfsL- II 
T* T  “  “  “  T
90
stop
endif
if  (nrays.gt.150) then
write(*,*) "********************************#************
$ **#***•>
write(*,*) "Error: too many p a r t ic le s "
write(*,*) "*********************************************
$ ******" ioo
stop
endif
i f  (mrx.gt.160) then
write(*,*) "**************#****#*************************
$ **#***>•
write(*,*) "Error: too many resonances"
write(*,*) "************#*#****************************** no 
$  * * * * * * "
stop
endif
if  (mrx*nwaves.gt.450) then
write(*,*) "*********************************************
$ * * * * * * "
write(*,+) "Error: too many waves" 120
write(*,*) 11 * ***************** ******************* ********
$  * * * * * * H
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stop
endif
write(*,*)
write(*,*) pO,rhO,tev,mu 
write(*,+) sx ^ d ^ e p s
write(*,*) mrx,nrays,niter,istrobe,nwaves,nframes 
write(*,*) iforward,iback,iprtden,ireson,imovie 
write(*,*) b,g
tpi =  8.0*atan(1.0) 
ci =  cmplx(0.0,1.0) 
gamma =  3-/2. 
c =  3.0el0 
edlO =  1.0el4 
mp =  1.6726e—24 
f =  300. 
lx =  1.0 
mi =  mu*mp 
ni — rhO/mi
cs =  9.70e5*sqrt(gamma*tev/mu)
a =  3.18096e9
wpO =  sqrt(a*ni)/(pO*c)
wO — sqrt(1.0 -f wp0**2.)
tol =  l.Oe—3
nx=41
nz=79
mrz =  1
mx =  nwaves*mrx 
mz =  nwaves*mrz
c..define the q—space and the random phases of the sound waves 
c..initially fix all the amplitudes to be the same
call pickqs(mrx,mrz,nwaves,eps)
if (iql.eq.l) then 
call qldiff(eps) 
endif
do 10 i =  l,mx 
do 5 j =  l,mz 
amp(i,j) =  1.0
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150
160
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c amp(i,j) =  rand(i*j)
phi(i,j) — tpi*rand() 
5 continue
10 continue
c..define phase space
do 20 i — l,nx
x(i) =  float(i—l)/float(nx)
20 continue
do 25 i =  l,nz
z(i) =  float(i—l)/float(nz) iso
25 continue
t =  0.0
c..
c..set the initial conditions of the rays
c..we are in the frame moving with the group velocity of the carrier
c..so we start all the rays at p=0
c..
do 28 i =  1,nrays
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leftbox(i) =  niter
rt(3*i—2,1) =  tpi*float(i—l)/float(nrays) 
rt(3*i—1,1) =  tpi*float(i—l)/float(nrays) 
rt(3*i,l) — 0.0
pt(3*i -2 ,1) =  0.0
pt(3*i -1 ,1 ) =  0.0
28 continue 200
do 30 i =  l,3*urays 
r (i) =  rt(i,l) 
p(i) =  pt(i,l)
30 continue 
c..
c..initialise the extended phase space Hamiltonian
c..and the regular hamiltonian
c..
call hamiltonian(r,p,hame,ham,eps) 
c.. 210
125
c..the extended phase space momentum has to be set seperatly 
c
do 32 i =  1,nrays 
ham t(i,l) =  0.0 
p(i*3) =  — 1.0*ham(i)
32 continue
if  (iforward.eq.l) then
i d i r  =  1 220
do 40 i =  1,niter—1
c..
c..output d a ta  every istrobe time steps 
c..
do 34 jj =  1,istrobe
call iterate(r,p,dt,eps,idir) 
t =  t +  dt
34 continue
C .. 230
c..calculate the extended phase space Hamiltonian and the regular Hamiltonian 
c..for conservation check the extended phase space Hamiltonian should be 
c..zero or at most of the order d t'2  
c..
call hamiltonian(r,p,hame1ham,eps)
c..
c..store the updated trajectories 
c..
do 35 j — l,3*nrays
r t ( j , i + l )  =  r ( j )  240
p t ( j , i + l )  =  p ( j )
35 continue 
c..
c..update the hamiltonian 
c..
do 36 j =  1,nrays
ham t(j,i+ l) =  hame(j)
36 continue
if (1000*i/niter.eq.250) write(*,*) (lOO+i/niter),"*/. done." 2so 
if (1000*i/niter.eq.500) write(*,*) (100*i/niter),"'/. done." 
if (1000*i/niter.eq.750) write(*,*) (100*i/niter),"*/. done." 
if (1000*i/niter.eq.900) write(*,*) (100*i/niter),"*/. done."
40 continue
write(*,*) t
call openfiles 
call prtout
call calcdiff(pt,rt,hamt,niter,nrays) 
endif
c..
c..printout some snapshots of the density 
c..
if  (iprtden.eq.l) then 
nunit=12
open(nunit,file= ’ d e n s i ty l . d a t ')  
call prtdensity(t/4,nunit) 
close(nunit)
open(nunit,file=' d ensity 2 . d a t ’) 
call prtdensity(t/2,nunit) 
close(nunit)
endif
if (iback.eq.l) then
c..***backward integration option*** 
c..
c..to allow integrating backwards from finishing point to the start
c..this should enable checking for numerical diffusion
c..
do 50 i =  l,3*nrays 
rt(i,l) =  r(i) 
pt(i,l) =  p(i)
50 continue
do 60 i =  1,nrays 
hamt(i,l) =  hame(i)
60 continue
do 100 i =  1,niter—1 
do 65 jj= l,istrobe
call iterate(r,p,dt,eps,idir) 
t =  t — dt
65 continue
call hamiltonian(r,p,hame,ham,eps)
do 70 j =  l,3*nrays 
Pt(j,i+1) =  p(j) 
rt(j,i+ l) =  r(j)
70 continue
do 80 j =  1,nrays
ham t(j,i+ l) =  hame(j)
80 continue
100 continue
call openrfiles 
call prtout
endif
c..***compute theoretical locations of the resonances*** 
c..
c..this option will output lines indicating the lines in phase space
c..which axe resonant
c..
i f  (ireson.eq.l) then
call resonances(mrx,mrz) 
endif
c..
c..***Movie option*** 
c..
c..creates a series of snapshots of the density to produce an animation
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if  ((imovie.eq.l).and.(iprtden.eq.O)) then
tm=dt*float(niter)/200. 
w rite(*,*) tm,nframes 
call movie(tm,nframes)
endif
c . .  3 5 0
c..the amazing format statements 
c..
1000 format(f20.12)
1001 format(4e20.l2)
1002 format(3i4,3i3)
1003 format(4el4.8)
1004 format(Gil)
1005 format(2el4.8)
360
stop
e n d
su b ro u tin e  qldiff(eps) q l d i f f
c..
c..this subrouting computes the components of the quasilinear diffusion tensor
c„
rea l phi(450,10),amp(450,10),a,b,g,rh0,lx,lz,p0,qmax,op
rea l sx,sz,x(41),z(79),qz(450,10),qx(450,10),eps 370
rea l dxx,dzz,dxz,dzx,qxh(160,l),qzh(160,l)
in teger nx,nz,mz,mx,nrays,i,j,l
com m on /parameters/phi,amp,a,b,g,rh0,lx,lz,
B pO,qmax,sx,sz,nx,nz,mx,mz,nrays
com m on /grids/x,z,qx,qz,qxh,qzh
dxx =  0.0
dzz =  0.0 380
dxz =  0.0
do 10 i =  l,m x 
do 20 j — l,mz
dxx =  dxx 4* (eps*qx(i,j))**2. 
dzz — dzz + (eps*qz(i,j))**2.
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dxz =  dxz -f qx(i,j)*qz(itj)*eps**2.
20 continue
10 continue
390
dzx =  .25*(g**2.)*dxz 
dxx =  .25*(g**2.)*dxx 
dzz =  .25*(g**2.)*dzz 
dxz =  dzx
write(*,*)
write(*,+) "dxx =",dxx 
write(*,+) "dzz =",dzz 
write(*,*)
400
return
end
su b ro u tin e  calcdiff(pt,rt,kamt,niter,nrays) C cllcdifF
real rt(451,lH 9)Jpt(451,1119),diffx(1119),diffz(1119) 
real rmsham(1119),hamt(150,1119)
in teger nrays,niter,i,j 410
open(20,file= * d if  f  x . dat ’) 
open(21,file= * d if  f  z . d a t1) 
open(18,file=J harailt onian ’)
do 40 i =  i,niter 
diffx(i) =  0.0 
diffz(i) =  0.0 
rmsham(i) =  0.0
do 20 j =  1,nrays 420
diffx(i) =  diffx(i) +
$ ((pt(3*j — 2,i) — pt(3*j—2,1))**2.)
$ /fioat(nrays)
diffz(i) =  cliffz(i) +
$ ({pt(3*j — l,i) — pt(3*j--l,l))**2.)
$ /float(nrays)
rmsham(i) =  rmsham(i) +  hamt(j,i)**2.
20 continue 
40 continue
430
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do 50 i =  1,niter
write(20,1002) rt(3,i),diffx(i) 
write(21,1002) rt(3,i),diffz(i) 
write(18,1002) rt(3,i),sqrt(nnsham(i)) 
50 continue
close(18)
close(20)
close(21) 440
1001 format(f20.12)
1002 format(2f20.12)
re tu rn
end
su b ro u tin e  pickqs(mrx,mrz,nwaves,eps) p ic k c jS
c..
c..this su b ro u tin e  initialises a grid of unit wave numbers for oblique 450
c..sound wave which should be resonant with some of the ISI distribution,
c..
rea l phi(450,10)1amp(450,10),a,b,g)rh0,lx,lz,p01qmax,op 
rea l sx,sz,x(41),z(79),qz(450,l0),qx(450,10),dlx(80) 
rea l thetal,theta2,dlz(l),tpi,qxh(160,l),qzh( 160,1)
in teger nx,nz,mz,mx,mrx,mrz,nwaves,nrays,ij,l
460
co m m on / parameters/ phi, amp,a,b,g,rh0 ,lx,lz,
$ p0,qmax,sx,sz,nx,nz,mx,mz, nrays 
com m on /grids/x,z,qx,qz,qxh,qzh
tpi =  8.0*atan(1.0) 
open(9,file="wavenumbers")
write(9,*)
write(9,*) ". . .Here are the wave numbers. . ."
write(9,*) 470
do 10 i =  l,mrx/2
dlx(i) =  4.*(float(i)/float(mrx/2 +  1) — .5)*sx 
10 continue
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w rite(*,*)
if  (m rx/2.gt.l) then
sep =  abs(dlx(l) —dlx(mrx/2))/fioat(mrx/2 —1)
w rite(*,*) " sep ara tio n  =",sep
write(*,*)
op =  sqrt(eps/2.)/sep 
w rite(*,*) "overlap  =",op 
w rite(*,*)
endif
do 20 j =  l,mrz
dlz(j) =  4.*(float(j—l)/float(mrz) — .5)*sz 
20 continue
c..
c..based on the position of the crossing points calculate the unitvectors
c..defining the direction of the resonant sound waves
c..
do 40 i =  l,m rx/2 
do 30 j =  l,rarz
thetal = atan(b/sqrt(dlx(i)**2. +
$ (1. +  dlz(j))**2. — b**2.)) —
$ atan(dlx(i)/(l. +  dlz(j)))
theta2 =  atan(b/sqrt(dlx(i)**2. +
$ (1. -f- dlz(j))**2. — b**2.)) +
$ atan(dlx(i)/(l. +  dlz(j)))
qxh(ij) =  —cos(thetal) 
qzh(i,j) =  sin(thetal)
qxh(i+mrx/2,j) =  cos(theta2)
qzh(i+mrx/2,j) =  sin(theta2)
w rite  (9,*) thetal,theta2 
w rite  (9,*)
write(9,1001) qxh(i,j),qzh(ij),
$ qxh(i-fmrx/2,j),qzh(i+mrx/2j)
480
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500
510
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30 continue
40 continue 520
c..
c..now set up an ensemble of wavevectors for each resonant sound wave 
c..each with the same direction but different magnitudes, in principle 
c..we pick these magnitudes from the spectrum of the Wigner function  
c..representation of an optically smoothed laser 
c..
do 90 i= l,m rx/2
do 80 j — l,m rz 530
do 70 ii =  l,nwaves
qx((i—l)*nwaves +  ii, (j—l)*nwaves +  ii)
$ =  qxh(i,j)*float(ii)*tpi
qz((i—l)*nwaves +  ii, (j—l)*nwaves +  ii)
$ =  qzh(i,j)*float(ii)*tpi
qx((i —1 -f m rx/2)*nwaves +  ii,(j—l)*nwaves +  ii)
$ =  qxh(i+m rx/2,j)*float(ii)*tpi
qz((i —1 +  m rx/2)*nwaves +  ii,(j—l)*nwaves +  ii)
$ =  qzh(i-fmrx/2j)*float(ii)*tpi 540
c write(*,*) qx((i—l)*nwaves +  ii,(j—l)*nwaves +  ii),
c $ qx((i—l +  mrx/2)*nwaves +  ii,(j—l)*nwaves +  ii)
70 continue
80 continue 
90 continue
1001 format(4fl0.5)
550
re tu rn
end
su b ro u tin e  resonances(mrx,mrz) r e s o n a n c e s
rea l phi(450,10),amp(450,10),a,c,cs,x(41),z(79),pxtmp,pztmp
rea l w0,wp0,rh0,lx,lz,p0,qmax,sx,sz,tmp,qx(450,10),qz(450,10)
rea l b,g,qxh(160,l),qzh(160,l) 560
in teger nrays,niter,nx,nz,mx,mz,i,j,l,mrx,mrz
133
com m on /parameters/phi,amp,a,b,g,rhO,lx,lz,
$ pO,qmax,sx,sz,nx,nz,mx,mz, nrays
com m on /grids/x,z,qx,qz,qxh,qzh
open(14,file="rGsonancesM)
do 30 i =  l,mrx 57o
do 20 j =  l,mrz
c ql =  sqrt(qx(i,j)**2. +  qz(ij)**2.)
ql =  b
if (qzh(i,j).ne.0.0) then 
do 10 1 =  1,30
pxtmp =  float(l)/100. — .15
pztmp =  (sqrt(qxh(ij)**2. +  (b*qzh(ij))**2.)/
$ qzh(i,j)- 1.0 -  (qxh(ij)/qzh(ij))*pxtm p/b 580
$ ) / ( g**2.)
w rite( 14,1000) pxtmp,pztmp
10 continue
endif
20 continue
30 continue
close(14)
1000 format(2f20.12)
590
re tu rn
end
su b ro u tin e  openfiles openfiles
600
open(14,file=1 pxpz ’) 
open(15,file=, xz; ) 
c$3$ open(16,file=, pxx ')
c$$$ open(17,file=, pzz})
r e t u r n
134
en d
su b ro u tin e  openrfiles
open(14,file= * rpxpz ’) 
open(15,file= 1 rx z 1) 
open(16,file= ’ rp x x ') 
open(17,file— ‘ rp zz1) 
open(18,file=1 rham ilton ian , )
r e tu rn
en d
su b ro u tin e  prtout prtoilt
rea l phi(450110),amp(450,10)1a,rh0,lx,lz,p0,qmax
rea l rt(451,1119),pt(451,1119),hamt(150,1119),m inpx^aoq^m inpz
re a l maxpz,minx,maxx,ininz,maxz,sx,sz,b,g
in teger leftbox(41),nx,nz,mx,mz,nrays,niter
630
com m on /parameters/phi,amp,a,b,g,rh0,lx,lz,p0,
$ qmax,sx,sz,nx,nz,mx,mz, nrays
com m on /trajectories/rt,pt,hamt,niter,leftbox
c$$$ call minmax(minx,minz,minpx,minpz,maxx,maxz
cSSS $ ,maxpx,maxpz,nrays)
c$$$ write(14,1001) minpx,maxpx,minpz,maxpz
c$$$ write(14,*) nrays
c$S$ write(15,1001) minx,maxx,minz,maxz
c$$$ write(15,*) nrays 640
c$$$ write(16,1001) minx,maxx,minpx,maxpx
c$$$ write(16,*) nrays
c$$$ write(17,1001) minpz,maxpz,minz,maxz
c$$$ write(17,*) nrays
ndum  =niter
openrfiles
611
620
do  60 j =  1,nrays 
c$$$ ndum =  leftbox(j)
650
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c$$$ w rite(14}*) ndum
c$$$ write(15,+) ndum
c$$$ write(16,*) ndum
c$$$ write(17,+) ndum
do 50 i =  l,ndum
c.... px and pz d a ta
write(14,1002) pt(3*j — 2,i),pt(3*j — l,i) e60
c.... x and z d a ta
write(15,1002) rt(3*j — 2,i),rt(3*j — l,i)
c.... px and x d a ta
c$$$ write(16,1000) rt(3*j — 2,i) 670
c$$$ write(16,1000) pt(3*j — 2,i)
c.... pz and z d a ta
c$$$ write(17,1000) pt(3*j — l,i)
c$$$ write(17,1000) rt(3*j -  l,i)
50 continue
w rite(14t*) "next"
write(15,+) "next" 680
60 continue 
write(*,*)
close(14) 
close(15) 
c$$$ close(16)
c$$$ close(17)
c$S$ close(lS)
1000 format(f20.12) ego
1001 format(4f20.12)
1002 format (2f20.12)
re tu rn
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end
subroutine minmax(minx,minz,minpx,minpz,maxx,maxz m i n m a.y
$ ,maxpx,maxpz,nrays)
700
rea l rt(451,1119),pt(451,1119),hamt(150,1119),minx,minz,minpx 
rea l maxx,maxz,maxpx,maxpz,minpz 
in t eger leftbox(41 ),i,j,niter ,nrays ,ifiag
com m on / trajectories/ rt,p t ,hamt,niter,leftbox
minx =  —1.0 
minz =  1.0el7
minpx =  1.0el7 7io
minpz =  1.0el7
maxx =  1.0 
maxz =  —1.0el7 
maxpx =  —1.0el7 
maxpz =  —1.0el7
do 20 i =  1,nrays 
iflag =  0
do 10 j  =  1,n i t e r  720
if  ((abs(rt(3*i — 2,j)).ge.maxx).and.(iflag.ne.l)) then 
leftbox(i) =  j 
iflag =  1 
endif
if  (rt(3*i — l,j).ge.maxz) maxz =  rt(3*i — 1 j )  
if  (pt(3*i — 2,j).ge.maxpx) maxpx =  pt(3*i — 2 j) 
if (pt(3*i — l,j).ge.maxpz) maxpz =  pt(3*i — l,j)
730
if  (rt(3*i — l,j).le.minz) minz =  rt(3*i — 1J) 
if  (pt(3*i — 2,j).le.minpx) minpx =  pt(3*i — 2 j) 
if  (pt(3*i — l,j).le.minpz) minpz =  pt(3*i — l j )
10 continue
20 continue
re tu rn
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end
740
su b ro u tin e  iterate(r,p,dt,eps,idir) iterate
rea l r(451),p(451),rtmp(451),ptmp(451),dfctphi(450,10),a 
rea l rh0,lx,lz,p0,amp(450,10),qmax,sx,sz,b,g,eps 
in teger i,idir,nx,nz,nrays,inx,inz
com m on /parameters/phi,amp,a,b,g,rhO,lx,lz,pO, 
$ qmax,sx,sz,nx,nz,mx',mz,nrays 750
call stepper(r,p,rtmp,ptmp,idir*dt,eps)
do 10 i =  l,3*nrays 
r(i) — rtmp(i) 
p(i) =  ptmp(i)
10 continue
re tu rn
end  760
su b ro u tin e  stepper(rin,pin,rout,pout,dt,eps) stepper
real rin(451),rdot(451),pin(451),pdot(451),dt,a,rh0,eps 
real rout(451),pout(451),rhalf(451),phi(450,10),lx,lz,p0,qmax 
real amp(450,10),sx,sz,b,g 
in teger i,nx,nz,mx,nrays,mz
770
com m on /parameters/phi,amp,a,b,g,rh0,lx,lz,p0, 
$ qmax,sx,sz,nx,nz,mx,mz,nrays
call velocities(rin,pin,rdot)
do 10 i =  l,3*nrays
rhalf(i) =  rin(i) -f- dt*rdot(i)/2.
10 continue
call forces(rhalf,pin,pdot,eps) 780
do 20 i =  l,3*nrays
13S
pout(i) =  pin(i) + dt*pdot(i)
20 continue
call velocities(rhalf,pout,rdot)
do 30 i =  l,3*nrays
rout(i) = rhalf(i) +  dt*rdot(i)/2. 
30 continue
r e tu r n
en d
su b ro u tin e  velocities(r,p,rdot)
re a l phi(450,10),rh0,a,amp(450,10),b,g
re a l lx,lz,p0,qniax,sx,sz,tpi,r(451),p(451)1rdot(451)
in te g e r  n x jn z ^ x ^ a y ^ m z
com m on  /petrameters/phi,amp,a,b,g,rh01lx,lz,pO,
$ qmax,sx,sz,nx,nz,mx,mz,nrays
tpi =  8.0*atan(l.Q)
do 10 i = l,nrays
rdot(3*i —2) =  p(3*i —2)/b
rdot(3*i —1) =  (g**2.)*p(3*i —1)
rdot(3*i) =  1.0
10 continue
r e tu r n
end
su b ro u tin e  forces(r,p,pdot,eps)
velocities
800
810
820
forces
rea l rho,phi(450,10),a,p(451),pdot(451),r(451),eps,b,g
real gprhox,grhoz,rh0,qmax,sx,sz,lx,lz,p0,grhot,ainp(450,10) 
in teger nx,nz,mx,nrays,mz
com m on /parameters/phi,amp,a,b,g,rhO,lx,lz, 830
$ pO,qmax,sx,sz,nx,nz,mx,mz,nrays
do 10 i =  l,nrays
call density(r(3*i —2),r(3*i —1) ,r ( 3 *i),rho,grhox,grhoz,grhot)
pdot(3*i — 2) =s —(eps/b)*(g**2.)*grhox/2.
pdot(3*i— 1) =  —eps*(g**2.)*grhoz/2.
840
pdot(3*i) =  — eps*(g**2.)*grhot/2.
continue
re tu rn
end
sub ro u tin e  density(rx,rz,t,rho,grhox,grhoz,grhot) density
density: a sub rou tine  to compute the motion of the background sso
the background consists of a collection of "n" randomly phased 
sound waves. The sub rou tine  computes the density at a given time 
and also both components of the gradient of the density.
begun: May 12th 1991 
completed:
real rho,x(41),z(79),qx(450,10),qz(450,10)
$ ,t,phi(450,10),a,lx1lz,tpi 860
real grhox,grhoz,rhO,rx,rz,b,gtqxh( 160,1 ),qzh( 160,1) 
real pQ,ql,qmax,sx,sz,grhot,amp(450,10) 
in teger nx,nz,mx,l,nrays,mz
com m on /parameters/phi,amp,a,b,g,rh0,lx,lz,p0,
$ qmax,sx,sz,nx,nz,mx,mz,nrays
com m on /grids/x,z,qx,qz,qxh,qzh
tp i =  8 .0 * a ta n ( l,0 ) 870
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rho — 0.0 
grhox =  0.0 
grhoz =  0.0 
grhot =  0.0
do 20 1 =  l,mx 
do 10 j =  l,mz
ql =  abs(sqrt(qx(l,j)**2. +  (b*qz(lj))**2.))
rho =  rho +  amp(lj)*( 
cos(qx(lj)*rx +  qz(lj)*rz -  (ql -  qz(lj))*t 
+  phi(l,j))/2. +  
cos(qx(l,j)*rx +  qz(lj)*rz +  (ql +  qz(lj))*t 
+  phi(l,j))/2. )
grhox = grhox -  amp(l,j)*qx(l,j)*( 
sin(qx(l,j)*rx +  qz(l,j)*rz -  (ql -  qz(l,j))*t 
+  phi(l,j))/2. +  
sin(qx(l,j)*rx -f qz(l,j)*rz +  (ql +  qz(lj))*t 
+  phi(l,j))/2. )
grhoz =  grhoz — amp(U)*qz(lj)*( 
sin(qx(lj)*rx -f- qz(l,j)*rz -  (ql -  qz(l,j))*t 
+  phi(lJ))/2. +  
sin(qx(lj)*rx +  qz(lj)*rz +  (ql -f qz(lj))*t 
+  plii(l,j))/2. )
grhot = grhot +  amp(l,j)*((ql -qz(l,j))* 
sin(qx(l,j)*rx +  qz(l,j)*rz -  (ql -  qz(l,j))*t +  
phi(l,j))/2. -  (ql +  qz(lj))* 
sin(qx(I,j)*rx -f qz(l,j)*rz +  (ql +  qz(l,j))*t +  
phi(lJ))/2. )
10 continue
20 continue
return
end
880
890
900
910
su b ro u tin e  hamiltonian(r,p,hame,ham,eps) hamiltonian
141
c.. hamiltonian: a routine to calculate the particle and extended
c.. hamiltonians of the particles
c..
c.. begun: M ayl2th 1991 g2o
c.. completed:
rea l rh0,phi(450,10),rho,duml,dum2,dum3,a,eps 
rea l lx,lz,p0,qmax,sx,sz,amp(450,10),b,g 
real ham(150),p(451),r(451),hame(150) 
in teger nx,nz,mx,nrays,mz
com m on /parameters/phi,amp,a,b,g,rhQ,be,lz,pO,
$ qmax,sx,sz,nx,nz,mx,mz,nrays 930
do 10 i =  l,nrays
call density(r(i*3 —2),r(i*3 — l),r(i*3),rho,duml,dum2,dum3)
ham(i) =  .5*((p(i*3 —2))**2.
$ + (g*p(i*3 —1))**2. -f- (g**2.)*eps*rho)
hame(i) =  ham(i) +  p(i*3)
940
10 continue
re tu rn
end
su b ro u tin e  movie(t,nframes) HLOVie
rea l t
in teger nunit,nframes 950
nunit=12
open(nunit,file=' movie. dat ’)
do 10 i=l,nframes
call prtdensity(t*float(i)/float(nframes),nunit)
10 continue
142
close(12) 960
re tu rn
end
su b ro u tin e  prtdensity(t,nunit) prtdensity
rea l x(41),z(79),qx(450,10),qz(450,10),rho(41,79),t,duml,dum2,dum3 
rea l phi(450,10),amp(450,10),a,rh0,lx,lz,p0,qmax
real sx,sz,b,g,qxh(16Q,l),qzh(160,l) 970
integer i,j,nx,nz,mx,mz,nrays,nunit
common /parameters/ phi,amp,a,b,g,rhO,lx,lz,pO,
$ qmax,sx,sz,nx,nz,mx,mz,nrays 
common /grids/x,z,qx,qz,qxh,qzk
do 20 i =  l,nx 
do 10 j =  l,nz
call density(x(i),z(j),t,rho(ij),duml,dum2,duin3) 
write(nunit,*) rho(ij) 980
: write(13,+) dum l/dum 2
10 continue 
20 continue
re tu rn
end
W ISI.F
c..
c im plicit undefined(a—z) 
real x(41),z(79),lx,lz 
real d,f,dkz,k0,kz(51),kx(39) 
real sigma,omega(51),ref(41,79) 
real tpi,tev,mu,mp,gamma,c,domegaz 
rea l rh0,edl0,cs,wp,ni,mi 
com plex ef(41,79),ci,fef(41,79)
in teger m,n,i,j,nx,nz,l,k 10
open(8,file= * params')  
open(9,file=1 i s i . d a t J) 
open(10,file= ’ xf orm. d a t ')
c..first a  few parameters 
c
c..f =  focal length of lens (cm)
c..d =  width of echelon steps (cm)
c..mp =  mass of the proton (g)
c..mu =  ratio mass—of—ion/mass—of—proton
c..tev =  electron temperature of plasma (eV)
c..gamma =  adiabatic index
c..c =  speed of light (cm/sec)
c..cs =  speed of sound (cm/sec)
c..edlO =  energy density of the laser beam
c..mi =  mass of the ions (=mu*mp) (g)
c..ni =  number density of electrons (1/cm)
c..wp =  electron plasma frequency (1/sec)
c..rho =  mean plasma density (g/cm"3)
c
read(8,1003) kO,rhO,tev,mu,sigma 
read(8,1002) n,m
tpi =  8.0*atan(1.0) 
ci =  cmplx(0.0,1.0) 
gamma =  3-/2. 
c =  3.0el0 
edlO =: 1.0el4 
mp =  1.6726e—24 
f =  300. 
lx =  1.0e-2 
lz =  6.0e—1
mi =  mu+mp 
ni =  rhO/mi
cs =  9.70e5*sqrt(gamma*tev/mu) 
wp =  5.64e4*sqrt(ni) 
wO =s sqrt( 1 +  (wp/(c*k0))**2.) 
vgO =  wO/kO
d =  tpi*f/(lx*k0) 
dlcz =  tpi/(lz*k0) 
nx=41 
nz—79
c..define the k—space grid in x—direction
do 10 i =  l,n
kx(i) =  d*(float(i) — float(n+ l)/2 .)/f 
10 continue
c..define k—space grid in z—direction
do 12 i =  l,m
kz(i) =  dl<z*(float(i) — float((m 4- l)/2 ))
12 continue
c..compute the frequencies for the Lorenz profile
do 14 j =  l,m
omega(j) =  sqrt(l +  2*kz(j) +  kz(j)**2.
1 +  (wp/(k0*c))**2.) — wO
14 continue
c..define physical space and fourier space
do 20 i =  l,nx
x(i) =  lx*float(i—l)/float(nx)
20 continue
do  30 i =  l,nz
z(i) =  Iz*float(i—l)/float(nz)
30 continue
c..compute the isi beam
call isifefjlo^kz^z^nvix^z^^kO ,sigm a,om ega)
do 90 j = l,nz 
do 80 i — l,nx
write(9,1001) abs(ef(i,j)) 
ref(i,j) =  abs(ef(i j) )
80 continue
90 continue
call xform(ref,fef,nx,nz)
c
c
do 100 i= l,nx
write(10,1001) abs(fef(i,l))
145
c 100 co n tin u e
1001 format(e20.12)
1002 format(2i3)
1003 format(5el4.8)
end
subroutine isi(ef,kx,kz,x,z,n,m,nx,nz,d,f,kO,sigma,omega) isi
c no
c.,this subroutine computes an isi beam 
c
rea l kx(39);kz(51),x(41),z(79),tpi,r
rea l d^kOjdQ^megafSl^sigma^tjnorin
rea l phi(39,51),lorpr(51,51),pi,e
rea l lorpc(51,51),efr(41,79),efc(41,79)
rea l xdkx(39,39,41),zdkz(51,51,79),ph(39,51,39,51)
com plex ef(41,79),ci,lor(51),lorc(51)
in teger n,m,nx,nz,i,j,k,l,nbeams,ix,iz
120
tpi = 8.*atan(l.)
pi =  tpi/2.
dt =  1.5*tpi/sigma
ci =  cmplx(0.0,1.0)
dO =  2.*f/(k0*d)
nbeams =  float(n*m)
norm =  sigma**2./nbeams
c..
c..norm — a normalisation for the sums defined as per the normalisation fomothe
c..paraxial form.
c..
e =  k0*d/f 
c r =  rnfmix(O)
c..compute the matrix of random phases and the lorentz terms
do 10 j =  l,m
lor(j) =  1./(sigma — ci*omega(j))
lorc(j) =  1./(sigma +  ci*omega(j)) 140
do 15 i =  l,n
phi(i,j) — amod(dt=t=float(i)*omega(j),tpi) +  tpi*rand()
15 continue 
10 continue
146
do 25 j =  l,m  
do 24 1 =  l,m
lorpr(j,l) =  real(lor(j)*lorc(l)) 
lorpc(j,l) =  aimag(lor(j)*lorc(l))
24 continue 130
25 continue
c..compute the eikonals
do 40 i =  l,n  
do 39 k =  l,n  
do 38 ix =  l,nx
xdkx(i,k,ix) =  k0*x(ix)*(kx(i) — kx(k))
38 continue
39 continue 160
40 continue
do 50 j =  l,m  
do 48 1 =  l,m  
do 47 iz =  l,nz
zdkz(j,l,iz) =  k0*z(iz)*(kz(j) — kz(l))
47 continue
48 continue 
50 continue
170
do 60 i =  l,n  
do 59 k =  l,n  
do 58 j =  l,m  
do 57 1 =  l,m
ph(i,j,k,l) =  phi(i,j) -  phi(k,l)
57 continue
58 continue
59 continue
60 continue
c..compute the profile 180
do 95 ix =  l,nx
do 94 iz =  l,nz
efr(ix,iz) =  0.0 
efc(ix,iz) =  0.0
do 93 i =  l,n
147
do 92 k =  l,n  
do 91 j =  l,m 
do 90 1 =  l,m
190
c..real part
200
efr(ix,iz) =  efr(ix,iz) +
1 lorpr(j,l)*cos(amod(ph(ij,k,l) +
2 xdkx(i,k,ix) +  zdkz(j,l,iz),tpi)) —
3 lorpc(j,l)*sin(amod(ph(ij,k,l) +
4 xdkx(i,k,ix) +  zdkz(j,l,iz),tpi))
c..imaginary part
efc(ix,iz) = efc(ix,iz) +
5 lorpc(j,l)*cos(amod(ph(ij,k,l) +
6 xdkx(i,k,ix) +  zdkzfjjIjizJjtpi)) +
7 lorpr(j,l)*sin(amod(ph(i,j,k,l) +
8 xdkx(i,k,ix) +  zdkz(j,l,iz),tpi))
90 continue
91 continue
92 continue 210
93 continue
94 continue
95 continue
do 100 ix= l,nx  
do 99 iz =  l,nz
ef(ix,iz) = norm*cmplx(efr(ix,iz),efc(ix,iz))
1 *(sin(e*x(ix) — pi*(l.—l./float(nx)))
2 /(e*x(ix) -p i* (l.—l,/float(nx))))**2. 220
99 continue
100 continue
return
end
sub ro u tin e  xform(a,ft1nx,nz) x f o n n
 .
C-a 230
c-.subroutine XFORM
c..performs a forward fourier transform on the data
I 148
c..
c  .....................................................................
com plex  ft(41,79),ci
rea l tpi,a(41,79)
in te g e r ij,nx,nz,k,m,nnx,nnz
ci — cmplx(0.0,1.0) 
tpi =  8.0*atan(1.0) 
nnx =  (nx—1)/2 
nnz =  (nz—1)/2 
do 40 i = l,nx 
do 36 j =  l,nz
ft(i,j) =  cmplx(0.0,0.0) 
do 35 k =  l,nx 
do 34 m = l,nz
ft(i,j) =  ft(i ,j)+a(k,m)*exp(tpi*ci*
1 (float((i—nnx)*(k—l))/float(nx)+ float((j—nnz)
2 *(m— l))/float(nz)))/float(nx*nz)
34 continue
35 continue
36 continue 
40 continue
re tu rn
end
240
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